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established do;.

1,

GRAND

CHRISTMAS BALL.
EAGLE HOOK AND LADDER NO. 2,

Subscribed Capital
Capital paid up in Cash

respectfully announce a Grand Christmas Ball, at
Congreia Hall, Portland, on Friday Evening, Dec. 24, 1880.
AIusic
by Portland Band.
Tickets admitting Gent and Ladies, 50 cts.
For

Net Fire
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Surplus

Cash Assets

$2,207,551
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ENGLISH
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OF

PHILADELPHIA,

TOTAL ASSETS

1880. I

OF

NEW

TOTAL ASSETS

CtSH

TOTAL

ASSETS

July

1st. 1880.

Reserve for Re-insurance..
Reserve for Unpaid Losses and

other
Liabilities.

Net

$831,1514*4

Surplus

over

all

15,8*2.17
Liabilities.$333,866,17

OF TRENTON, N. .1,

ORGANIZED 1809.

ORGANIZED 1861.

—

Statement

July 1,

Net Surplus

Cash Capital.8300.000.00
Reserve for Re-Insurance.
96,754.63
Reserve for Unpaid Losses and ail other claims.
22,978 67
Net Surplus.
181,360.50

153,621.03

$554,79»M»f

TOTAI. ASSETS,

Ml INKUKANGt
OF BOSTON.

TOTAL A88£T8,

ORGANIZED

J. II. Drummond, Jr.,
Wm. H. cbumacheii,
P. T. Griffin.

GO.,1 REVERE EIRE INSURANCECO.,

1814.

Statement Jan. 1, 1880.
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Surplus.$100,215
TOTAL ASSETS,
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Capital

.$200,000.00
60,621.16

Reserve for Re-Insurance.
Reserve for Unpaid Losses and Expen-

ASSETS,

TOTAL
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Statement Jan. 1, 1880.
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Portland,
State Pair,
1ST. E. Fair,1877.

Cash Capital.§100 000.00
Liabilities.
37,094.35
Net

Surplus.
TOTAE ASSETS,

Lamson

14,759.81
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! Net

Surplus

j

8131,834.10.
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delivered Christmas

be

Organs tuned, repaired, polished
\

W. M.Furbush&Son
Farrington Block, Portland.

decl4

Cigar Cases.

Specimens

particulars.

eodly

Boys' Sleds,
Sleds, Bird
Cages, 'Carpet Sweepers,
Flower
Pot
Plant
Brackets,
Stands, Willow Work Stands.
Feather Ousters, School
Bags, Cap Boards, Dried Grasses,
including Pampas Plumes,
and Hartford Ferns.

Kendall&Whitney,
PORTLAND,

ME.

elec 10
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Samuel Thurston,
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Flour.

$8.30.
Best St.
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The controversy between the Philadelphia Press and Senator Bayard is still going
on, and people are fast coming to the conclusion that the quarrel is a new phase of
the dispute concerning the gold and silver
shield. It would take mountainous evidence
to convince many of us that Mr. Bayard is
a liar or a coward, and the Philadelphia

careful, accurate and candid in
its news reports that there is no reason to
accuse it of unveracity.
The Detroit Post is

disposed to complain
Maryland said “Oh
h—1!” when Gen. Grant was brought upon
the floor of the House the other day. The
Post is ungenerous. Grant has been
giving
the Democrats that sort of thing ever since
18(51, and a little back talk from them ought
surely to be excused.
The New York Tribune puts it thus:
“Senator Brown of Georgia has made his
first speech since his election, and disclosed
himself as a Southerner who ‘spells nigger’
with one ‘g’ ” This is well as far as it goes.
But something more than reform in orthography is needed in the South.

of ex post facto corruption
respectfully submitted to Maine
constitutional lawyers:
Mr. Ellice, who
represented Scotch burghs in parliament 40
years, died lately, leaving $25 to every one
of

a case

voters,

CO.,

A committee has been formed

in Paler-

prepare for a grand celebration in
1882 of the sixth centenary of the “Sicilian

mo to

Vespers” revolution. This looks as though
Italian Royalists were as bad as American
Republicans, bent on keeping alive old
issues.

dim

Standing

in

the

Demo-

TilJen,

HEATING and VENTILATION,
Dealers in

Steam, Gas, Water Pipe Fixtures, &c.
NOS. 17 & 19 UNION STREET.
We

prepared to furnish and set up iu the best
at short notice all kinds of appliances
for Bleating by Steam or Hot Water.
We have some specialties to which we would ask
the attention of all interested. The Uunuiug
Magazine Boiler for steam, and the II if (-flings’ Magazine Boiler for hot water, are introduced by us this year and commeud themselves
to all who understand the needs of our winter climate. Combination heating, or not water in connection with hot air heating, which has proved so successful in this State
the past five >ears, will
still receive our careful attention. All work of this
kind guaianteed to give perfect satisiaction.
We are
prepared to undertake all kinds
of Sauitnry work and would be glad to famish
estimates free to all who may dosire our services.
are
manner and

during

especially

oc!5

"Hebe is a story that is going the rounds
of the newspapers: “Some years ago Horatio Ward, an American citizen living in Europe, willed $125,000 in bonds, for which he
had paid $00,000 or $70,000, to the Soldiers’
nomes. General Butler was president of
the Homes, and the bonds were sent
by
messenger across the ocean to him. But
just before the messenger arrived Genera*
Butler went yachting, and left word to have
the bonds deposited in a certain bank. His
orders were carried out, but when he returned the bank had failed, and the bonds
were never recovered.
General Butler, it is
now said, has made good the loss to the
Homes of his own free will.” If General
Butler has done this, he deserves a richer
reward than the Governorship of Massachusetts. That would be poor return for so
great generosity, yet the opinion is common
that he would consider the commandcrship
of the land and sea forces of that common,
wealth full discharge of this national debt.

Detroit Post:

—ENGINEERS OF—

McDonald,

$9.00.
-17 FHBB ST.

W.H.PE1ELL & CO.,
and

House it says:
This appropriation, proposed by one of the
soundest Democrats and most experienced
military men in the House, would have opened
the way, if it had done no more, under Democratic auspices, to that thorough and adequate
reconstruction of our coast defense system
which was called for in the most emphatic
language by Gen. Wright, the chief of engineers of the army, in hi3
report of June last,
and which is quite certain, we take it, to be
carried out under the next administration.
Mr. Randall’s notion of public economy see ms
to be that of saving at the spigot and wasti ng
*
*
*
at the bung.
If Mr. Randall is correctly reported he
made the ridiculous statement
that the
coast defenses of the United States need not
be put into a proper condition “because our
grandchildren would never s-e an enemy on
these shores.” There is pro >ably some volume
in the Congressional Ubrary from which Mr.
Randall may learn what happened to the city
of Washington in the time, not of his grandfather, but of his father. Fortunately alike
for the country and for the reputation of the
Democratic party, this question must be passed
npon in the Senate of the United States, where
it is to be hoped that it will be dealt with on
its merits and in a spirit worthy of the Congress of a great people.

who had voted for him.

Superlative.

tied 3

Cor. Preble and Congress Sts, Portland, Maine.
dec21
tUw

for Dwellings, Stores and Green-houses is McDonald’s Water Heater.
It is a home inw ntion and
home manufacture, not one cent’s worfh of labor
I challenge
•jeing spent on it outside of this city.
my man to show its equal in efficiency, simplicity,
economy, durability and price. People preferring
water heat can best serve their own good by trying
it, and if it will not do as I will tell them, I will remove it at my own expense.
Tli uc is no need of
to Montreal
going to New York for heaters, n
for experts, as my heater has no peer in the former
city or State, and 1 myself will not *ake the second
place to any man setting them. 1 trust that i* y
fellow citizens will not take “Bosh” for truth and
facts, and be indued to buy inferior articles because far-fetched.
I refer the public to ihe following parties who are using my “Hot Wate* System:’
John Mail,
Wm. Mundy,
Wm. E.
Morton’
Wm. Morton, Joseph Bradford. Orin Hooper, C.
M Baine, Edward Waite and myself,

W iishburn’s

S. T. SOULE &

DR.UGrGrISTS

i

Congressman lteed of this DisCommenting on the debate in the

IIebe is

Good

$7.23.

THE BEST HEATING APPA-

and

because Mr. Kimmell of

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

Ivory, Celluloid,
Wood, Russia, Morocco, Pearl,

Ebony, Rose
Florence, &c., &c.,

plum-pudding,

dtf

Decker Bros

an

Powders,

and

Press is so

F. T. Meaher & Co.,

iltf

ishing a good pate chance to store
.1. L. TTTKEy,
urtages inquire of
oue

instal-

on

Stools, Covers & Books.

Cases, Cologne Stands, Mirrors, Infant’s Toilets,

eod3w

■

.luvrnitf Nr*»»ioit Naturday Afternoon*
Admission, 10c; Skate Checks, 5c.
Clothing checked free to all.
niinir hi Attendance Every Evening.
p. S. The Hall will be let for Dancing Parties ou
Monday, Wednesday or Friday evenings at reasonable rates.
KLTJE^U I AIJ1IF,
ijov20 d3tn
Jlunager

Jtf

elegant line of desirable
Perfumes, Soaps, Cut Glass Bottles, Plate Mir-

>t.

■

Mi^ionaaml Price** will be: Afternoons from
2 to 4.30; Evenings from 7.45 to 10—Saturday
evenings from 7.45 to 10.30. Admission—Day,
15c, Evening, 25e; Package Tickets of 5. $1.00;
Skaie Checks, 10c.

MAINE.

HOLIDAY GOODS,

Ins. Co.,

We Imre just manufactured and have in store
Chamber Sets
$18 to $175 Mirrors,
15c to $50.00
Parlor Suits
35 to 200 Tables—Marble Top
$3.50 to 20
Chairs—wood seat,
40c to 65c Tables—Black Walnut,
1.00 to
8
Chairs—cane scat,
!)5c to $4.50 Spring Beds,
2.00 to
5)
Chairs—hair cloth,
S3 to 7.00 Mattresses,
2.75 to 16
5 to 20
Wardrobes
10.00 to 25
Lounges,
Side Boards,
25 to 75
Folding Chairs, Foot Bests, Slipper Cases
We also have iu stock the largest assortment of Painted Sets in the State, and a full line of
goods usually
found iu a first class Furniture Store, consisting of Office Desks and Tables, Camp Chairs, Office Chairs
Willow- Chairs and Perforated Seats. We should be pleased to have parties call and examine our stock
before purchasing We guarantee perfect satisfaction and low prices to all who may choose to call
upon us.
IHR. W. H. VI(TKC'II, so long and favorably known as connected with the furniture
business, can
be found w th us and would be please l to meet his old friends and acquaintances.
Sgp^Don’t fail to call
and see us before you purchase. We can save dollars for you.

Hotel, Portland, He.

SKATING

PORTLAND,

We shall make an effort this
our Immense Stock of

AT PRICES THAT DEFY COMPETITION.

MIDDLE,

and

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

FURNITURE UF ALL KINUS

CO.,

cash

HOUSE, CONGRESS STREET.

31,309.00.
207,846.00

$239,155.00.

Exchange

OF

$5.00.

BARGAINS.

Christmas Goods.

dtf

rov23

UNDER PREBLE

rors,

We have the largest and best assortment of Boots, .shoes and Rubbers to be
Call and examine
fouudiu'lie Stfte.
our Newark, N. J. goods, made for ns by
tlie celebrated makers, Button & Bliss.
We have also a line line of Ladies’ Misses’ and Children’s Peb. Goat and Kid,
in the latest styles. Also make to measure any style of hoot or shoe desired at
reasonable prices.

at

C.D.B.FISK&CO.,

dtf

FINE SHOES.

Suits,

owned tlie entire paper we could keep oil enumerating other
immense attractions, but as we do not we will ask the public
to give us an early call and be convinced.

TOTAL ASSETS OYER TWO MILLION DOLLARS.

dccG

Piano

prices, tor

Girls'

we

Pa.,

Wm. Allen Jr., 28

CORNER UNION

If

is Represented at this Agency.

MAINE.

Flight Only.

SUITS

$10.00 ONLY.

One Small Lot Men’s

MARINE.

The Delaware Mutual

ORGANS
at greatly reduced
ments. Also

$16.00 For Christmas.

1875.

.$

all

Smith American

$9.00.

%

Statement Jan. 1, 1880.

—

1880.
1870.

Price,

MEN’S
ONLY

dec 10

ORGANIZED 1800.

( p One

$16.00

OF BOSTON.

{S3P*Clas8 in Plain and Fancy Dancing meets
nov29 dtf
Tuesday and Friday Evenings.

PORTLAND,

100 Men’s Winter Overcoats for $2.00
50 Children’s Overcoats for $1.00.
40 Men’s Brown Elyesian Beaver Overcoats for $5.

J,G43.12

$285,690.54

Mectaics’ Mutual Ins. Co.,

OF GLOUCESTER, MASS.

AND

Pianos and
and rented.

WE SHALL OFFER

goose

Mb. SPKAKim—1 am charged by the Senate
to inform tbis House that a quorum of the
Senate is now formed; that a president is
elected lor t lie sole
purpose of opening the
certihcates and counting the votes of the electors of the several Strtes in the choice
of a
President and Vice President of the United
States; and that the Senate is now ready in
the Senate chamber to proceed in the presence
of this House to discharge that duty; 1 have
it also in further charge to inform t 1 House
that the Senate has appointed one o; .ts members to sit at his clerk’s table to make a list of
the votes as they shall be deelared, submitting
it to the wisdom of this House to appoint me
one of its members for the like
purpose. And
he then withdrew.
On motion: Resolved, That Mr. Speaker,
attended by the House, do now withdraw to
the Senate chamber for the purpose expressed
in the message from the Senate, and that Mr.
Parker and Mr. Heister be appointed on the
part of this House to sit at the clerk’s table
with the member of the Senate, and make a
list of the votes as the same shall be declared.
Mr. Speaker accordingly left the Senate chamber and after sometime returned to the House'
Mr. Speaker resumed the chair.
Mr. Parker and Mr. Heister then delivered
in at the clerk’s table a list of the. votes of the
electors of the several States in the choice of
a President and Vice President of the
United
States, as the same were declared by the president of the Senate, in the presence of the Senate and of the House, which was ordered to be
entered in the journal.
Ten States voted, New York not
being represented.
George Washington received a
unanimous vote tor President, (H votes: John
Adams, for Vico President, had 34 votes, the
rest scattering between 10 candidates.

trict.

PIANOS

But Real, Positive, Solid Bona Fide Facts

of

egg-nogg, and the prosperous state of the
country and other good things, it can profitably turn its attention to the consideration
of the journal of the first House of Representatives for the sixth day of April, 1789.
There it will find the record of the first
count of an electoral vote ever made in this
country. The matt then chosen President
was George Washington, and the
following
message from the Senate to the House was
delivered by Oliver Ellsworth, at that time
Senator from Connecticut, and seven
years
afterward made Chief Justice of the United

cord with

and

WE ARE NOT TALKING BUNCOMBE,

Former

the celebrated

Weber,

Coats, Vests

A Scrap of Ancient History.
( ongrcss has put over the consideration
of the Morgan resolution until after the holidays. When it reassembles, full of its discussion

d3m

Special

ON

cratic cemetery, Samuel .7.
bathed
in tears, moans with the soughing piyes

Notice.

account of a probable change in our tirm January 1st, 1883, we shall otter our entire stock

STAPLE AND FANCY
during

the

GOODS,

present mouth, at prices that will

en-

its speedy sale.
We will sell our stock and good will in trade to
any responsible party desirous of engaging in the
Wholesale Fancy Goods Business.
Examination of stock and correspondence solicitsure

MERRILL, PRINCE & CO.,
151 Middle Sireel,
dec 7

Portland, Me.
dt

CHRISTMAS GOODS.
C. II. BLAKE,
would call tlie attention of all. to his large and
hue eollection of

TOYS,

STATIONERY, an,I FANCY
HOODS, for the HOLIDAY'S. Al.o
CANDIES, FRCIT nn,i NETS.
247
CONGRESS
STREET,
deeld opposite North School-house. dtdc25*

where Hancock and Kelley have been placed
side bv side.

Bordeaux, long famous

for

tine

wines,
shortest honeyputs in
A marriage took place
moon on record.
there the other day. The bridegroom was
in fetters, and was hurried off to prison afnow

ter

a

claim to the

five minutes talk with the woman he hail
The French city’s wedding

taken to wife.

was as tart as

its wine.

The New York

Democracy peeled early
campaign. It is now quartered. Four
Democratic organizations have been formed
in New York city each declaring itself th
only original Jacobs, and denouncing the others as Judases.
The four make up the junior Barnum’s happy family.
in the

The Boston Advertiser will be published
form next Spring. The change
may make it handsomer, but no change can
make it better. If ‘‘just suits” people now.
in quarto

Stove versus Still.
Minnesota people are wrestling with the
question if it is right to use corn as fuel. If
corn bo cheaper there than coal or wood it is
justice and economy both to hum it. It is
true that many people in various parts of
this world are suffering for bread, and as
tnte that it would cost as much to carry to
them a Imshel of maize as it did in the story
to take the penny
to the heathen—the

worldly-wise contributor smuggled a gold
eagle into the contribution-box along with
the copper coin, to pay the transportation
rates to the Pacific islands.

People suffer from cold as well as famine,
as long as Minnesota men cannot exchange a car-load of corn for a car-load of
coal or wood, they do well to burn the corn.
They cannot sell the grain for food. Their
only available market is a distillery—and
and

Ox the question of harbor fortifications
the New York World is in substantial ac-

Kranich & Bach,
and Wheelock

15,426.29

ses.
Net Surplus over all Liabilities.

44

8401,803.44.

GLOUCESTER FIRE INS.

Every Thursday Evening.
Ticket? admitting Gents with Ladies, 75c.
ets for a course of Six Assemblies, $3.00.

Cash

Caali Capital.$200,000.00
Unearned Premiums.
1)2,532.79
Unpaid Losses.
9,115.01

Chandler’s Full Quadrille Band.

Opposite

We shall sell

COUNTER

To Close

evenings,

AT

cent.

Department.

Endless Assortment of Men’s Odd
Pantaloons which are offered at

ORGANIZED 1875.

Statement Julv 1, 1880.

Tickets for the course of six
admitting
Gen leman and Ladies, -35.00; to be obtained of the
committee on Entertainments. Evening tickets, $1.

—

FOR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

*001,093.SO.

OF BOSTON.

Mr. W. F. Milliken.
Committee on Entertainments.

an

Statement Jan. 1, 1880.

1880.

Cash Capital.$250,000.00
Reserve for Re-Insurance. 134,49 .88
Reserve for Unpaid Losses..
16,677.0,

Mr. J. 8. Winslow,
Mr. J. P Baxter,
Mr, ij. w. Fessenden,
Mr. Lewis Pierce,

Gilbert’s

dtd

doubt

$800,157.45

TOTAL A8SE7-S

OFJTIANCHESTER, IN. H.

Maternity.

mnsie by
uovlB

decll

One-Half Their Actual Cost.

$200,000.00
140,429.11

New Hampshire Fire Ins. Co., People’s Eire Insurance Go.,

A I, T

Fraternity.

1.. C. Jordan,

1867.

Cash Capital.

$421,502.37

Dances!

Contains

CASH CAPITAL, $200,000.
All Invested in Uuited States Bonds at Par

for Unearned Premiums,
Unpaid Losses and other Claims.$409,618.87
Net Surplus as regards Policy-holders

Committee.
T. 0. Hersey, Esq., President
J.
Samuel
An-dkrson, Esq., Vice President.
E. A. Noyes, Treasurer.
Hon. Geo. Walker,
Mr. S E. Spring,
Hon. A. K. tevens,
Mr. I. P. Farrington,
Hon. Geo. 1’. Wescott, Mr. Geo. S. Hunt,
Hon. .Iacoii Mel ellan.Mh. H. N. Jose,
Hon. Wm. L. Pitinam,
Mr. Geo. W. Woodman.
Hon. I. Washburn, Jil.Mr. Ciias. McLaughlin,
Mr. W. I. Thom,
Mr. John N. Loud,

Fred It. Farrington,
Wm. Senter, Jr.,

1880

Reserve

Central

N athan Webb,
Cbas. E. Jose,
S. T. Pullen,
M.'P. Emery,

1st.

CAPITAL, $300,000

All invested in United States.Bonds at Par

Thursday Evening, Nov. 25, Tuesday
Evening, Dec. 14. Friday Evening,
Dec. 31, Tnesday Evenings, Jan.
11,25, Feb. 8,

M it.
Mr.
Mu.
Mr.

other business as may legally come before them,
will be held at their Banking
House, on TUESDAY,
the 11th day of January, 1881, at 10 o’clock A. M.
Portland, Dec. 10, 1880.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier,

$1,101,633.63

Or BUFFALO, V. Y.

YORK.

Statement Jan.

FIFTH ANNUAL COURSE.

Portland

CCMBEBLAND NATIONAL BANK

THE

OF

Job Lot

OUR

abilities.5o7,802,02

$1,087,877.22

ORGANIZED 1838.

k# 8ale of Seats Wednesday, December 22d.
dec20
dtd

THE

a

name

d3W

Annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Casco National Bank of Portland, for the
choice of Directors, and the transaction of such

10, 20, 30, 40, 50,60 and 70 per

Cash Capital.*300.000.00
803.771.G
Liabilities, including Re-insurauce
Surplus beyond Capital and other Li-

ORGANIZED

S ICK OF THE WOODS

IN AID OF

purpose of choosing seven Directors for the ensuing year, and for the transaction of any other business that raav then be legally acted upon.
K. O. CONANT. Sec’y.

Statement Jan. 1st. 1880.

Statement

—

REDUCTION

Has been made in every

WESTCHESTER FIRE INS. C0„ BUFFALO GERMAN INS. CO.,

C'OMPANV, IN

~H

THE

Manager.

JOSEPHPROCTOR

CITY

PA.

A

ORGANIZED 1833.

Cash Capital.§400,000,00
Reserve for re-insurance. 195,410,23
Reserve for other Liabilities, including
unpaid losses
419,634,56
Surplus beyond Capital, and all
ot Ler liabilities. 419,034.56

CHRISTMAS

Fraternity

W.:

GIRARD FIRE INS.

1858.

Statement Jan. ls*t.

AFTERNOON and EVENING-.

AND

Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Company are hereby notified to meet at the Office
of said Company, on MONDAY, the third day of
January, A. D., 1881. at 3 o’clock P. M., for the

_

Theatre.

Curtis.Lessee

Insurance
Company.
Annual meeting:.

$3, 149,360.37

A

Tickets 73 cts. Gallery Tickets 25 cts. To'be
obtained of members of the Club, or at the door.
Clothing checked free.
decl8 dGt

Frank

»i

OF NEWARK, N. J.

Glee CluL).
Music by Chandler.

Portland

declldtd

CASCO NATIONAL BANK.

Figures.

Showing positive and genuine reductions beyond

1,013,703.89

MET SURPLUS

$7,207,551

in Red

$3,163,134.36

Surplus for Policy-

Black,

Mark Down Prices

Statement Jan. 1st. 1880.

CHRISTMAS BALL,

New

Our Old Prices in

1880-

$10,000,000
$5,000,000

holders

< HRISTMAS EVE, Friday, Dec.
To be given by the

held at their banking room,
meeting
TUESDAY, the 11 th. day of January neat, at 11
o’clock A. M. to choose live Directors for the ensu-

f|1HE

fancy articles

the door.

anon

annual meeting of the Stock-holders of
A the Cumberland National Bank of Portland,
will lie held at their Banking-house, on TUESDAY
the 11th day of January, 1881, at ten o’clock A.
for the choice of Directors for the ensuing year, and
the transaction of any otherbusinessthat
may legally come before them.
W. H. SOULE, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. lltli. 1880.
declJdtd

hold their

In the Chapel of State
Wednesday Afternoon nail
Dec.
22d.
dec21 <12t*
Evening,

Sale at

of tlio National Traders Bank,
THEof Shaic-holders
Portland
hereby notified that their
nual
will be

11, 1880.

anonymous letters and communiand address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.
The

cations.

annual meeting of the Stock-holders of ‘-'The
Canal National Bank, of Portland,” for the
election of seven directors,and for the transaction of
any other business that may legallv come before them
will bo held at their banking house, on TUESDAY
theelevent dav of January, 1881, at eleven o'clock
A. M.
.B.C.SOMERBY, Cashier.
Dec. 11, 1880.
declldtd

arc

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate signed
by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, stemboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our journal.
with

We do not read

BANK.

m!

CHRISTMAS SALE
of useful and
St. Church,

CANAL NATIONAL

decl3

SOCIAL CIRCLE
will

Annual meeting of the Stockholders of this
Bank will be hold at the Bank, on TUESDAY,
January 11, 1881, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon,
for the choice of Directors and for the transaction
of any other legal business.
WILLIAM E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 11, 1S80.
dedSdtd

Ocean

of NORWICH, EMC.

OF LONDON.

Ladies of the

1 he

BOYS’

MEN’S,

GUARDIAN INSURANCE CO., Norwich Union Fire Ins. Society

Invited.
F. E. PRAY, Char, of Com.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, DEC. 22.

THE

Over Thirty Thousand Dollars worth of

Vs o’clock, by

at 7

THOMAS

The First National Bank of Portland, Me.

,Dee.

PROGRESSIVE.

LEADING ENGLISH AND AMERICAN COMPANIES.

THE PRESS.

ing year, and to act on any other business that may
legally come before the meeting.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.'

H. C. J?I. Association.

REV.

Happy.

public the aunnal Statements of the Insurance
Companies represented at this Agency. They are

LECTURES, PROMPT,
BEFORE THE-

Dec. 22d.,

Made

are

in presenting to tlie

FREE COURSE OF

The Second Lecture in this Course wili be
given iu
the Library Room of Mechanic*
Building,

and a Patient Anxious

GRAND TRANSFORMATION!

Losses Promptly Settled and Paid at this Office.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Day has Arrived

PRICE 3 CENTO.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

THE

Agency,

28 EXCHANGE ST.,

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

TIDINGS!

Near and Far.
The Eventful

WNI.

iiliSSSSt

DECEMBER 22, 1880.

INSUR A NGE! HERALD THE GLAD

Terms: Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscrib
ers Seven Dollars a Year, if paid in advance.

Wednesday Evening,

MQRNINo"

WEDNESDAY

CO.,

10!i Exchange St., Portland.

At

18._PORTLAND,

does far better work in a

corn
a

stove than In

still.

Tin. Argus has a great deal to say about
the Republican candidates for Senator from
this State. Can it find time to name the
Democratic candidates?

Recent
Pastoral

Days.

Publications.
By

\V.

Hamilton Gibson

(New York: Harpers: Portland: Loring, Short
& Harmon) is not surpassed in exquisite design and arrangement by any one of tbo elegant holiday volumes of the season. It is a
description of the varying charms of country
life and scenes throughout the cycle of the
year; and Mr. Gibson’s delicate, brilliant and
sympathetic pictures in words keep equal pace
with the beautiful illustrations which he lavupon tuese pages. Me is no day-dreamer,
vague impressionist with pen and pencil;
there is a clear, fresli and
satisfying quality
prevailing in his work, together with a tender
and quick fancy. He sees and depicts the
isues
no

changes of the pastoral year as they exist, illuminating them, but not disguising, with his
keen observation of the artist. The gift of
this volume is a royal gift of fair large lands
wherein the seasons come and go,
leaving after
them their delights of pictured memories.
Dr. Schliemaun’s Ilios, City and
Country of
the Trojans, (New York: Harpers: Portland:

Coring, Short & Harmon) narrates his researches during the years 1871-9 on the historic site of ancient Troy. How fascinating is his
recital hardly need be hinted; the reader is
filled with keen delight of olden things come
near, of the kingly shades of Homeric heroes
that “strike hands through the darkness” with
us who have heard their story. To see the
likeness of the cups, the vases, the weapons
and household implements, the round small
bracelets that clasped the wrists, the carveu
loops of gold that hung in the earsof Trojan women and made a light in their
dusky hair—these

things give us to see the life of Troy town
more clearly than we could know it from the
great song sung through seven cities. In
speaking of a trait often noted in criticising of
Homer—the appropriation of an adjective, sel-

dom varied, to each person—Dr. Schliemann
considers that these epithets were associated
with the praise and worship of gods and
demi-gods, and were necessary as part of
the
due
honors
at
the
mention
of
their
This
be
names.
one
of
may
Dr. Schliemann's theories which are sometimes formed on slight grounds; but the facts
that he gives the world are too superbly valuable to make it needful to criticize too clesely his fancies. Mauy illustrations add to the
interest of the volume, while the appended

nhiintora

Kw

ominnnt

noiontlntn

__1

T»_a

Schliemann’s frank and pleasant autobiography, vary the narrative of the finding of Troy
town.
The volume is a monument of historic
research.
The Personal Life of David Livingstone.
By
William Garden Blaikie, D. D., LL. D. (New
York: Harpers; Portland; Loring, Short &

Harmon)

is a volume to be sought by those
who have admired the persistent and energetic character of the great explorsr as known
from the history of his wanderings. Dr. Blaikie
writes with warm interest in his subject and
fully sets forth the courageous and faithful
nature of Dr. Livingstone. Although not es-

pecially designed

for a holiday gift-book—the
worth and interest of this work give it a place
among books to be noted at this time.
Ben Hnr. A Tale of the Christ. By Lew
Wallace. (New York: Harpers: Portland:
Loring, Short
Harmon). It is rare that a
story wherein sacred personages are made to

figure, evon though

written

with the best of

motives, does not jar upon the reader's mind:
but this is not the case with this work, in
which General Wallace shows tact and reverence, together with the vivid historical imagation that made his “Fair God” so brillibnt a
picture of the days of the Incas. Ben-nur is a
story of Judea, during the thirty years of
Christ’s life;

and depicts the growth of the
Christian religion and its influence among the
people. The delicacy and richness of color,
the reverence and reserve of the story, give it
high place in that most difficult department,
religious fiction.
Messrs. Scribner of New York send to the
Press the handsomely bound volume of their
magazine from May, 1880. to October, 1880, inclusive. The magazine, by the worth and variety of its reading matter, the high quality
of
its illustrations, the suitability of its
contents to the best popular taste, and the enterprise of its management, is gaining and holding a foremost place in magazine literature.
(For sale in Portland by Hoyt, Fogg & Don-

ham.)
The Story of the luited States
Navy.
Benson J. Lossing (New York:

By
Harpers;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon), is an account of the past and present
history of our
navy, prepared at the desire of Capt. Luce,
commander of the training ship Minnesota,
and examined before publication by the Naval
Bureau, in order

to insure complete
accuracy.
that every boy will very rightto
fully expect find among his Christmas'giftsIt contains sound information and is well
illustrated.

It is

a

volume

The Mountains in Winter.
Far van House, Dec. l«th, 1880.
To the Editor of the Press:
Among me an origut ana oeautnul days of
early winter, there has be^n none thus far that
compares with this. The morning was gloiiously clear, and the sun rose iu all its golden

splendor

over

mountains and valley, while the

crisping temperature of ten degrees below zero
only added a healthier circulation to one’s slow
moving blood. I took in every chaugiug glory
of a North Conway sunrise that X could, with
its endless variety of lights and shadows, its
rich kaleidoscope of colors, and all tho charming grandeur of winter pictures that cluster
around these everlasting hills. 1 saw the morning sun as it first gilded the eastern sky over
the whole middle mountain range, throwing
its radiaut beams over the rugged “Chocorua,”
along the storm-torn sides of the grand old
“Motes”

and “Ledges," while cone-crowned
iu all its robes of wintry
glory, kissed by the changing sunbeams from
them all—indeed it was areal sunrise, for both

•‘Kearsarge” stood out

mountains and valleys were all a blaze of wonderful light and beauty; but let us take anoth-

look, and what do

behold? Mount
robes of white
on
his
lordly
throne iu grander state state than he who is
Nature’s monarch of all time, through all
'tis distance
eternity. Not fully satisfied
ends enchantment to the view, and robes the
mountains iu its azure hue" I took the first
train for Fabyan's, and was very glad to meet
a gentleman from St. Louis, who was making
his first trip through the mountains. I found
in him a very agreeable travelling companion
and one who seemed to enjoy as weil'as appreciate ail efforts in pointing out the different objects of interest along tho route. 1 wondered
if any person living in our northern section
could he one halt as enthusiastic as lie was
over this world of grandeur.
My own pleasure
was most certainly reinforced by the
delight of
new
found
friend.
From liemis
Southern
my
Station we took tho platform of the rear car
and never during our journeys among the
mountains have wo beheld tluer or more perfect views. From Mt. Crawford on to Frankenstein trestle and cliff
vlowi
t.he
were
grand and inspiring, and never did the
er

we

Washington, crowned in
and gold.
No sovereign

WEDNESDAY MORNING, DEC. 22.
grd&t dome of Washington, to our admiring gaze at least, stand out so truly immense,
80
awfully grand as now. This view
ot Mount
Washington from Frankenstein
Trestle we think the grandest and most won-

derful of any on the line of the railroad. Passing on by “Webster,** “Willey” and “Willard”
with their great frowning frost-clad brows
we arrived
at
Fabyan’s on time, partook
of an excellent |dmner,
took an
regular te-deum smoke and were once more
happy. At Fabyan’s we found Mr. H. H. Gallisou, a young Boston artist, who is making a
number of Winter sketches about the Moun^
tains, the principal of which are those of the
Mt. Washington range, At Sunrise, and other
smaller pictures.
So much for mountain
gleanings. Ice cutting for Crawford and Fabyan Houses at “Saco Lake” is nearly complete
and the amount harvested for the Summer
supply is six hundred tons, so these Houses at
any rate may keep cool. The average thickness is fourteen inches.
Judge Coffran’s smiling face still illumines the days of Winter at
and
he
is
Fabyan’s
always ready to welcome his
friends. We were accompanied as far as Bart1
lett on our return to North Couway by cur ar
ttst friend and bis brother, Mr.
George Gallison, Mr. W. P. Jones, conductor of drawingroom car “Plymouth” on the Boston, Concord
and Montreal Railroad, and our genial friend
Phil Sheridan of the Crawford House
it is
really surprising that there are no more visitors
through the mountains to enjoy so much pleas
ure as they afford at this season.
They could
find the best accommodations at the cozy Fabwith
or
yau Cottage—good rooms,
without fire,
if they wished to pas3 the night,—and a most
excellent table under the general supervision
of Miss Gertie Barron. Our closing advice to
our friends and
neighbors generally is to make
up
small or large parties either, go to the
your
P. &
O. office and get your half-rate
tickets,
and go through the great White Mountain
Notch and see for yourselves their
never-fading
glories amidst the scenes of Winter.
W. R.

_H.

An

Was It Maxey or Coke?
interesting story is told in Washington

of one of the Texas Senators who has just
arrived there. The
Senator had provided
himself and his family at St. Louis with a spa-

A VIOLENT

XLVIth CONGRESS—2d Session.

Deep

SENATE.
Washington, Dec. 21.
Pendleton (Dem.) and Dawes (Rep.) were

appointed to fill
committee.

vacancies

Mr. wuite offered

a

on

resolution

THE HEAVIEST

permautly

Freeport,

L. I., Dec.
have fallen here
snowing fast.
snow

HOUSE.

lution.
Mr. Wood raised a question of consideration and a vote was taker.
The House refused to consider Mr. Robeson’s
resolution, and went into committee of the
whole on the funding bill.
A motion to limit the debate was voted down
and strong opposition was manifested towards
the hill by Messrs. Weaver, Bland and Mills.
A lohg and diversified discussion ensued, the
major portion of which consisted oi recrimination between Democrats and Greenbackers, in
the course of Which Mr. Sparks alluded to the
circumstance that occurred during the discussion in which Mr. Weaver had used an offensive term to him (that he was crazy,) and in a
good natured manner excused the offensive remark as arising from misunderstanding on Mr.
Weaver’s part of what he (Sparks) had said to
call it out.
Mr. Weaver replied in the same tone, declining to take offence at what Sparks said,
and intimating that no one could venture to
insult him intentionally by ascribing falsehood
to him without feeling the force of his (Weaver’s) right arm. (Laughter and uproar.)
angry

INDICATIONS TOR

THR

NEXT

TWKNTV-FOUR

HOURS.

War Def’t, Office Chief Signal 1

Officer, Washington, D. C.,

\

Dec. 22, 2 A. M.)

For New England,
northerly winds, threatening weather and
snow, followed by clearing weather in the
southern portions, rising barometer and sligut
fall of temperature.
Cautionary signals continue at Wood’s Hole,
Boston, Portland, section 78 Eastport.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.
Death of Mrs. Samuel Watts.
Dec.
21.—Mrs.
Thomaston,
Clarissa
wife
of Hon.
Watts,
Samuel
Watts,
died at
the family
residence
in this
town this morning aged 67 yerrs.
She was a
most estimable woman, kind and liberal in

TUb

benefactions to the needy,
Killed by a Falling Tree.

Farmington,
of
a

this

falling

Dec.

21.—George

J. Mosher

town was
killed last evening by
tree. His age was about 50 years.

MARINE NEWS.
MORE WRECKS ON THE NEWFOUNDLAND COAST.
The Whole Shore Strewn with Driftwood.

New York, Dec. 21.—A despatch from St.
Johns, N. F., states that further advices from
St. George’s Bay give accounts that
along ihe

whole coast from Cape Ray to the entrance of
St George’s Bay the wreckage of
large vessels has been
discovered—large sections of the
nulls, countless spars of varying sizes, cordage
canvas and blocks all
indicating vessels of
large capacity. Tens of thousand if deals are
floating about in every direction.
Some five
bodies have been seen from the cliffs above
washing about in the surf. At another part of
the coast a large quantity of wheat stowed in
bags has been found in the land wash, but no
tidings of a definite character have yet been
secured. A search and relief party,
consisting
of 70 men, has been
organized, well equipped
with every means and %nparatus
required to
succor any unfortunate seamen who mav still
he alive.
Losb of Eight of the Crew of a
Barqne.
London, Dec. 21 —Eight of the crew of the
British barque Nile,
Quebec for Cardiff,
which capsized at sea Nov. 22d, were drowned
including the master and second mate, and
two men died after being rescued.

MASSACHUSETTS,
An

n_

_

--—-DUSineSS.
rn»n«n™

Mechanics Mutual
(-vf0)^21’~“.The
reinsured its risks and

easiness0

clos-

NEW YORK.
Stolen Goods Recovered.
New 1 ore, Dec. 21.—Two
passengers were
arrested this morning on the arrival of
the
River boat having a valise
containing
plated ware and notions valued at
§2500. A
ProPerty will be sent to Boston
and w
Fall River.

-J

i,°L‘he

New England Society of
Brooklyn.

a.nn“al
i.1?
land Society

festival of the New Engo
m
Brooklyn was held to-night.
Hon. B. D. Silliman
presided.
President
Hayes, Gen. Grant, Gen. Sherman, Hon. N.
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, Hon.
Edward Everett Hale and Hon. S. L.
Woodtord were
among the distinguished gues ts present.

svi_„VV^’

Sunset Cox Seriously 111.
Congressman S. S. Cox was forced to return
home from Washington several
days ago on account of congestion of the
lungs, and is still
seriously ill. His condition is not considered
dangerous by the physician in
attendance, but
there are fears that this illness will result
in
typhoid fever.
Arrested for Murder.
Oseida, Dec. 21.—Jessie Smith was arrested
this morning on charge of
killing, by poison a
hotel keeper with whom she had been
living
as his wife.

THE OKLAHOMA RAIDERS.
Bttll Insisting

the Right to Enter Indian Territory.
on

Caldwell, Kan., Dec. 21.—The soldiers
reinforced on Monday by 25 recruits. The

were

colonists remain in camp. It is very cold.
Fifty freight teams, driven by Indians, are
here loading for Fort Reno, and the streets are
crowded with colonists, soldiers and
Indians,
all in

good

humor. Joseph Wilder, from Okhe left 37 teams that went in
from Harper and Barbour counties,
camped on
the Cimarron, awaiting Payne. He came
up
to see what was the matter.
Col. R. J. Dodge, who has been in command
urf nines souinwesi 01
tills
V^vumcui
place, has arrived on the way to Washington
to.report to Gen. Sherman, on whose staff he
will serve as aid de-camp. He
expressed himfavor of the opening of
decidedly
Oklahoma to settlement at an
early day. assigning the Indians their land in severalty as
out
the
pointed
by
President. He said it was
a shame to allow such a fine
country to lay
idle, unoccupied by Indians or whites. He
wants the settlement made
to law.
according
Major Randall denies the report that he said
he would turn the Indians on the settlers. He
said the Indians might turn on the settlers if
they tried to force their way in against the
militarv. The Major said he regretted that he
bad to keep them out.
He much preferred to
escort them in if lie had orders.
The colonists express indignation in
being
put in the attitude of raiders or law-breakers,
They claim that the land they propose settling
was ceded to the government in 186(3.
The
Oklahoma district is bounded on the east
by
the Fox and Pottawattoinie
reservation, on
the north by the Cherokee
on
the
west
strip,
by the Cheyenne and Arapahoe reservation,
on the south by the Chickasaw
reservation,
and is free from Indian title or
occupancy, and
under the law of 1841, they have the
right to
settle, and they are greatly wronged by militainterference.
Secret
ry
meetings were held
by the colony leaders on Monday, but nothing
can be learned of their action. It is said
that
the food question was prominently before the

lahoma,

says

JjJ*

meeting.

B. M. Odom, a prominent Mason and stockman of Austin, Texas, owner of the
Leland
Hotel at this plare, is lying at the
point of
death and will not live.

ji

New Mexico.
a bill
to the

to-day lor
the admission of New Mexico
Union.
Contested Election Case#,
Reports in the cases of Holmes vs. Sapp, and
Wilson vs. Carpenter, from the 8th and 9th
congressional districts of Iowa, granting leave
of contestants to withdraw, were ordered to be
printed.

Gen. Schofield and Major Gardner.
The Secretary of War to-day transmitted to
the Senate, in response to tlffi resolution
passed
by that body on the 14th inst., a copy of the
correspondence of Gen. Schofield and Major
Gardner, of the corps of Judge advocates, in
regard to the proceedings of the Fitz John
Porter board of inquiry. The
correspondence
consists of several letters which have
passed
between General Schofield,
Gardner
Major
and the War Department.
A communication from General Schofield to
the Secretary of War, under date of West

Roint, April 21, characterizes Major Gardner’s

procuring copy of the report as “a
defiant persistence in the lino of conduct
had already compelled the Board to
w!’;c,h
withhold all confidence from him,”
This letter cf General Schofield’s
Major
Gardner characterizes as an
a

ROBBED AND BURNED.
—--

—

““J

Ohio Railroad gives the following account of a
most horrible crime committed in the north
portion of Monroe county, Miss., last Saturday night: Mr. Brown Riding, a young man
whose family consisted of a wife, and daughter ,two years old, on
Saturday night permitted two men, giving their names as Miller,
to stay all night.
They occupied a bed in the
lame room with the family, it being the
only
3ne where there was a fireplace.
About 11
3’clock flames from the little cottage attracted
the neighbors, who found the house so far consumed when they arrived at the scene that
lothing could be done toward saving it. It
was the impression that the
family had ablented themselves for the night, but in the
lebris was found the crisp, charred remains of
he trio.
Excited indignation took full sway
ind an investigation developed the above.
iVhen search was made for the two men it
vas found that they had separated, one
going
owards Aberdeen, the other in the direction
>f Tupelo.
A posse that went toward Aber! leen were successful in finding the man hid
n a field, six
miles from Aberdeen.
Last
1 light ho was returned to the
scene, when he
1 old the following
“We
wanted
story:
money,
veto permitted to remain over night, and laid
! wake after
retiring until the heavy breathing
f the family satisfied us of their
slumbers,
1 then we
arose, administered
chloroform,
1 ifled the house of
valuables, consisting of $27,
1 watch, suit of clothes and
pair of boots, then
E cattered cotton over the floor and on the
hed,
aturated with coal oil, set it on fire and left.”
'he,horror-stricken crowd, composed of |2o
1 Bsolute men, determined
that the inhuman
'retch should be punished with his own
reapon, pijjoned him with pine splinters,
a rtistically
arranged around him, drenched
v 'ith chloroform, and set him ablaze.
Diligent
® larch was made for .he other man, who will
c oubtless share the same fate it
caught.
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HAVE THIS SEASON THE

Foreign Imports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Toronto—1250

boxes tin

plate to order.

LIVERPOOL,

Steamship

ENG.

Lake

oranges to Perry & Flint.

85 boxes

Nepigon—

CSraiit xtfarketx

Portland, Dec. 2i.
The following quotation of Grain

by telegraph from Chicago to-day by

received

were

A. W.

Jordan,

157 Commercial street:
,-Corn-.-oats-,
Chicago —Wheat—
Time. Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
May. Jan. May.
9914

9.30

9.36..
9.43..

931/4

10.10..
10.32
11. OO..

98%
98%

12.31..

97%

12.53

96%
96%
971/4

..

1.03..

Call

...

42%
37%

991/3

30Vs

42%
42%

37V2

99%
98%

H.34... 37Vis

42

1)7%
97%

41%
41%

29%

42

29%

98

41%

36%
30Va

341/4
34%
34 y2
34y8
34V4

36%
98% 30%

Receipt.

FINEST DISPLAY

of Maine Cenrnl.

Daily Domestic Receipt..
Bv water conveyance-—1000 bnsl) Cornmeal to G
W. True St Co.
Boston Stock Market.

£

rnitftrh Dalit And Ai/ed
76 Boston & Maine RallfbSB__
355 Eastern Railroad....
1 non

..

iday Trade.
A cordial invitation
is extended to all to

Books.
New Christmas Story Books.
New Juvenile Books.

closed strong.

The lollowing

to-day’s closing quotations of

reg....,.101%
United St&teg 6’s, 1881, coup.104%
United State? natt 6”ij req,.101%
United States new 6’s, coup... ...101%
United States new 4y2’s, reg.
ill%
United States new 4ft’s, coup.lf'%
United States new 4'a,rcg.112ft
United States new 4’s.113ft
Pacific 6’s of 96
130
The following were the closing quotations of
Rock tSlWidu,. ....
Illinois Central.
I24ys
C. B. * Quincy.1 ?3
Chioago * Alton.153
Chicago <s Alton prefei rol .160
New York Cehtral. 144*4
Lake Shore.1297/s

preferred .138
Mllwaukre* St. Paul.113ft

Western Union Tel. Co.

VELVET FRAMES,

Eureka Con.1.3ft
Crown Point. 1ft

Union Con.11%

Nevada.
Exchequer. 1% Yellow Jacket.
Gould * Curry. 3% Bodie.
Savage.g 2% Potoei.
Belvldier. 1
Con. Virginia.
Sierra

8ft
3ft
6%

1%

2%

(By Telegraph.!
Watertown, Dec. 21.—Beef Cattle—receipts 2,387 head; market and prices %@% higher on all
grades; sales of Beef Cattle—choice at 7 75®8 60;
extra at 7 00®7 76: first qualty at 6 25@fi 76;second quality at 6 26®B 00; third quality 4 25®5 00.
Store Cattle—Work Oxen
pair at
Milch Cows and Calves $20®$45: Farrow

$100.@"$102;

Cows $10
®27: Fancy Sn0@®60; Yearlings $7@$12;two years
old S13®$24; three years $20@$38. Western fat
Swine, lire. 5%@5%
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 2,987 bead;light supply of average good quality; prices improved %ffl%
except common grades, sales of Sheep in lots at
2 60@5 50 each; extra at 6 00@7 00; Lambs 4Va®
6%; Yeal Calves at 2@0.

APPRE-

111,550 bush; exports 69,848 bush; feverish mid
unsettled, opening a shade Btronger subsequently
advance lost, closing steady and shade in buyers favor; sales 1,801,000 bush, including 241.000 bush
on spot; ungraded Spring at
113; No 3 do at 1 12;
No 2 Milwaukee 11'6 delivery; ungraded Red 1 15
@1 21%; No 3do at 113®114; No 2 Red 116@
1 17; No 1 do at 1 21 %@1 23; Mixed Winter at
1 13%@1 13% ; ungraded White at 1 12; No 2 do
at 1 12®1 12%; No 1 do, 67,000 at
113%@1 14;
No 2 Rea for December, 72,000 bush 116@116%
January, 408,000 bush at 1 16%@1 17%; do for
February, 680,000 bush at 1 19%@1 20%; do for
May. 168.000hush at 1 21A1 21%: No 1 White
for December, 66,COO bush at 113®1 13%; do for
January, 96,000 at 1 13%@1 13%". Rye quiet
at 97%(398c. Cora market dull and
heavy and a
%@lc lower;receipts 79,000 bush; exports 98,169
bush; sales 287,000 bush, including 39,000 bush on
the spot; ungraded 64@57c; No 3 at
64%(®65%c;
steamer 65@65%c; No 2 nominal 57: No 2 White
57%c; New \’ork Yellow at 67%c; No 2 for January at

56%@67%c; February

66Vic.

at

Oats shade

57%®57%;May

easier; receipts 16,150 bush;
sales 231,000 bush; No 3 at 41%c; do White 42c

No 2 at 42@42%c; do White at 43%®43%c; o l
at 42%c; do White 46%e;Mixed Western 42@43c;
White do at
15,000 hash No 2
for December at 41%c; 45,000 do January at 41%
@42%c; 85,000 do for February at 43%@43%c.
NuKar firm but quiet; fair to good refining quoted
at 7 9-16 7 11-16; prime at 7%; refined is
quiet;
standard A at 9Vsc; crushed 9% ;powdered at
9%;
granulated at 9%c. Molasses—Foreign nominal;
grocery grades in fair demand: Orleans at 35®60c.
Petroleum dull; united at 92%; crude in bbls at
3%@7%; refined at 9%. Tallow is steady and
fairly active. Pork about steady; demand is very
moderate; sales 200 old mess ou spot at 13 35®
13 60; nothing done in options. Beef quiet.
Cant
xbout 5 lower out closed firm and decline recovered;
sales 1795 tes prime steam on spot 8 97%®9 00:
to arrive » ozvaao eo; otto lor December at 8 96
88 97%: 3 60 do for January at 8 95®9 006: 4
500 for February 9 06®9 10; refined for continent
it 9 26.
Batter is dulland unchanged. Cheese
Irm.
Freights to Liverpool weak—Wheat steam at 7Li.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
was re-elected Mayor of Meriden, Conn., yesterday. The Council is Republican.

(Rep.)

42%@45c,including

Thoras Burns was indicted at Milford, Pa.,
yesterday by the grand jury for murdering his
son.

Mate Sherman and seaman Oilman, of the
Swedish barque Amelia, which was wrecked
at Frontera, Mexico, state that the vessel
was
wrecked to obtained the insurance, and
they
sailed for home yesterday to
testify thereto.
Jesse Grant, of the firm of Honore & Grant
of New York, states that the failure of
Jones,
McDonald & Co., of Chicago, will not affect
them, as their dealings recently have been very
small with them.
A fire at St. Albans, Vt.,
yesterday morning
damaged the Darrow block owned by O. A.
Burton and a block adjoining owned
by H. E.
Lewis, each having half a dozen tenements.
The total loss is $11,000: insured.

Chicago. Dec. 21.—Flour nominal. Wheat is
msettied and lower; opened strong and higher and
slosed inside prices; market very nervous,weak and
in settled; No 2 Chicago
Spring at 96@9RL4c for
;ash; 9(5Lie for December; 97%c for January ;97%
:or February; sales at 97%@99L4 c for
January•
}7%®97cfor February; in afternoon % higher;

ex-Surro*

gate Robert Hutchins marketed a large quantity ol stocks Monday preparatory to a trip to
Europe, aud made profits of over §700 000
The same paper says the rumor that Russell
Sage had made a settlement on St. Paul stock

Vo 3 Chicago Spring at 82@84%c; rejected 05c.
lorn is unsettled and lower at 30®3RLi for
cash;
16%c for January; 367/gc. for February; 417/8c for
Jay; rejected 33o. Oats dull and lower at 29Vac
or cash; 29%c for January; 30%c for
February;
14ysc for May: rejected 27%c. Kye easier at 86c.
Barley dull and lower at 1 08. Pork is active, but

with Mr. Keene is incorrect.

FINANCIAL AM COMMERCIAL
Thefollowing

are

Flour.

tirafa.

lupertino.4 25:6,4 76 New H. M. Com,
iitra Spring. .6 B0@5 76
car lots
65
IX Spring
6 50@6 76j01d H.M.
68
?atent
Spring
.Oats
60
Wheats.8 00 go 25 Sacked Bran
22 50
Michigan WinMlds...
@25 OO
ter best.
6 25@6 65 Corn, bag lots..
69

!:1 mn:

—

,
1

Grade

Meal,
Miohigan....6 60@6 00 IOats,
! it. l.ouis WinBran,
ter fair
6 26@6 50 Mid’ngs,
jow

turkeys.
thickens.

15817

12@15

10812
lucks.14

*>wl

J

<

66

..

50

«

..

Winter good. .6 50,a(6 75
Winter best. ..7 00@7 25
Produce.

..

Rye,

..
..
..

26
26 00
1 20

Provisions.
iMessBeef.’. 9 60810
| Ex Mess.. 10 75(811
I Plate.11 60S12
! Ex Plate..12 00812

00
00
00

60

(Fresh Beef,
27 -28
Hind Qu.6V4@9o
|
Sweet
Jcrsev3 7584 00'
Fore Qu..685Vo®6c
Norfolk 2 7683 00 Pork—
noons, Jf! bbl.4 5085 OO1 Backs.. ..19 50819 75
crate
.@160 Clear.18 76819 00
.ess.17 00817 60
’rnberries, $> bbl
Maine, 4 00g4 60 Ha m.
10812
Lara.
CapeCod,6 50@7 00
lound Hogs. ..6y3@ 7 tub, p
ft.9%@ I0
Cheese.
Tierces, 1b
07/„

dalne.
7ermont.
*• V. Factory

I ikim

13815
13816

13215
Cheese....6@8
Prnii

Oranges.

’aleriuos pbx 6 5087 OO

.'aleneia^case ®5 50@$6
P box
Lemons.
rtessina.4 00@4 50
?alermos.4 00(84 50
Nuts.
eannt*—

Pall.
Kegs

lli-iSllsi

Wilmington.1 60@1 70 Sour
1 2681 75
Virginia-1 50@1 621 Dried Western 4tS@ 5
Tennessoe.. .1 20@1 86
do Eastern.. 4® O
-astana.tMh.
iffgllc
Sugar.
It slants
mbsrts,
wan

Granulated

...

iaffil4e Rails c.

13@14o

Receipts—22,000

February.

St. Louis, Dec. 21.—Flour is dull and easier but
lot lower. Wheat is lower and demoralized but rented partially before close; No 2 Red Fall at 96%
cash; 96®98%c for December; 97®99Ls for
! 596e
or January; No 3 do 92@94c; No 4 do 85c bid.
lorn doll and lower at 36%@37c for cash: 3G%®
18c December: 37%@38%c for January. Oats are
5 ower at 29%(830c
for cash; 31%c January. Rye
lull at 85c bid. Pork is dull at 13 00 cash and for
lanuary. Lard lower and nominally 8 50.
Receipts—5,000 bbls ttour, 19.000 bush wheat,
>3,000 bunk corn, 4,000 bush oats, 000,000 bush
ye. 160,000 oush barley.
Shipments—9,000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush wheat,
16.000 bush corn, 3,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush
»rley, 0,000 bush rye.
Savannah, Dec. 21.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
iplands at ll%c

lleaai.

Apples,
Sweet Apples. 1 60@1 76

14816c

416: short rib at 6 70:Jjort clear at 7 (XL™
bbls flour,106,500 bush whea*,
187.000 bush oorn, 95,000 bush oats. 4,000 bush
bush
ye, 60,000
barley.
Sbipments-26,000 bbis flour, 48,000 bush wheat,
13.000 bush com, 62,000 bush loata 28,000 bush
ye. 19,000 hush barley.
At the Afternoon Call of the Board—Wheat was
r teady at 96%c bid for December; 97Vs bid Januiry; 98®98%c for February 987/s March; 1 03%
Jay. Com flrmer at 36%c January; 36%@36%
'ebruary:42c for May. Oats steady at 29%®29%
ranuary; 30c February. Provisions Arm; Pork at
3 16 February. Lard at 8 62% January; 8 62%
lers

Memthis, Dec. 21 —Cotton is easy; Middling up1
ll%c.
Mon ilk, Dec. 21.—Cotton isjeasicr; Middling up*

1 ands at

Pea.2 00@2 10
Mediums.1858190
Yellow Eyes.. 1 87®2 00
Butter.
Creamery.
@33
Gilt Edge Vermont 32
Choice
22@25
Good.
18@20
Store. 17@18

,7

97rt

@914

Spanish and Mull

Fichus.
Mull
Ties.

Embroidered

Lacc Scarfs.
Handkerchiefs .and

Lace

Spanish

Callous,

CUItE IS GUAKANTEEV.JBR
For sale by all DriiggintM.
Price 25
Try it anil you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for Mchlotterbeck’s Corn anil Wart
Solvent and take no other.
sndtf
nov23

Bows. These are
desirable Goods,
especially for

cents.

CHRISTMAS

Lace

and

new

selected

TRADE.

HOLIDAY

Class. These Goods have
been selected with care, and
bought low. We shall sell
at very loW prices, Call and sec.

H. I. NELSON & CO.
Congress

441 & 443
declG

BAILEY & NOYES

(Successors

offer at their spacious warerooms the celebrated

Street.
dlw

jy What grander gift

was ever

,

1

European marked.
By Telegraph.)
London, Dec. 21—12.30 P. M.—American seenriios—United States bonds 4s, 115%.
Liverpool,Dec. 21—12.30 P.M.-Cotton mniket
lull and easier: Middling uplands at 6346; Orleans
i7/sd; sales 7,000 bales; speculation and export 1,>00.

Liverpool, Dec.

21—12.30 P. M.—Flour 9s 6d®
2s; Winter Wheat at 9s SdglOs; Spring Wheat
it 8s 8d®9s lOd; California average 9s 2d®9e|lld;
Hub do at 9s 9d@10s Od; Cora at 6s 7d®Gs 7%.
Vas at at 73
Provisions, &o. Pork st 66s; Beef,
tew 77s 6d; Cheese 66s; l*rd 4(Ih 6,1; Bacon 38s
!d@41s. Tallow at 35s, at London 38s ad.
—

NOYES,

Our Specialties

Lace

y

•

Exchange Street,

G. H. LAMSON,
Fine Gold Jewelry.

20.

New styles in all descriptions at upasenable prices to suit the times. Fl/ie
Gold Finger Rings a specialty. A greaJ
variety or beautiful Stone Rings of the
best design and finish, also Plain and
Engraved Band Rings, Guard and Vest
Chains, Charms, Pendants, fine Necklaces, Lockets and Crosses, Bracelets,
Eardrops, Cameo, Mosaic nnd fine gold
Sets, Sleeve Buttons, &c. A beautiful
line of

are

Goods,

Handkerchiefs,

(for Ladies, Gents and Children,)

Portland.
sndlw

decl8

Dec.

Monday,

bought

Opera Glasses in Pearl and Leather Cases,

Gents’ Neckwear,

________

Plated Ware in Brent varietySpectacle., Eycgla.ee., Clock., arc.

Silver nn.l

Cloves,

A full line

Pocket

Books,

Holidays

Those Groups will be

on

No. 201
dl'V

dec20

Street,

BOYS’ SOLID SILVER WATCHES
warranted to be fine Timekeepers, only 87.50

Cor. Middle & Union St.
The Latest Issues

Middle

NEARLY OPP. FALMOUTH HOTEL.
dlw
decl7
/

exhibi-

tion at store

of

Waltham, Elgin, Springfield and other
American Watches in Gold,
Patent
Silver and
Filled Cases.
best
Agent for the ROCKFORD WATCH?®, the
medium priced Gents’ Watch made.

and many other Goods iu our Line.

During tlie

CHRISTMAS.

MERRY

will offer <t fine assortment of goods for Presents in
Useful Goods, on

The best is cheapest! Cbickerine Pianos are the
Best Made Instruments in the world, and the prices
We have other lirst-class Pianos for sale.
are low.

BAILEY &

Vickery & Leighton,i

FARRINGTON BLOCK.

Fortes!

Piano

to

431 & 433 Congress Street,

CHICKERING

choice do at 5 05®6 75; White Wheat I Western
extra at 6 10®6 00; fancy do at G 10@7 00; extra Ohio at 4 40@6 85: extra St. Louis at 4 00®
6 75: patent Minnesota extra at 6 50®7 25; choice
to double extra at 7 30® 8 25, including 3800 bbls
City Mills extra at 4 80®5 30; 4600 bbls No 2 at
3 00®3 50: 1900 bbls Superfine at 3 40®3 90; 1
200 bbls low extra at 4 30®4 GO; 4700 bbls Winter
Wheat extra at 4 40@8 26; 6900 bbls Minnesota
extra at 4 35®8 35, inoludlng 1000 No 2 for February delivery 2 20. closing weak. Southern flour is
quiet and heavy; sales 900 bbls export 4 85@5 35;
choice at 5 40®6 62%. Rye Flour dull n
30®
5 65 for Superfine. Buckwheat flour
heavy 2 10
@2 35, Corn Meal dull; Yellow Western at 2 75
@3 16; Brandywine at 3 50.
Wheat-receipts

ments.

drain, Provisions. Ac.

SCHLOTTERBECK'S

tipper
story of First
Qualitv Goods of
Every Va-iety of this

Dec. 21-Evening— Clour—Receipts
31,229 bbls; exports 1409 bbls; without decided
change with a moderate export business, mainly in
medium and for low grades; jobbers only buy to
supply immediate wants; sales 22.000; No 2 3 00®
3 40: Superfine Western and State 3 40®3 90: e£
tra Western and State at 4 30@5 00; good to

Trying to Prevent Bernhardt from Playing in Montreal, Christmas.
Montreal, Dec. 21.—Motion was made in
the City Council to prevent Sarah Bernhardt
playing here Christmas, but the city attorney
says there is no law against it.

Portland. Dec. 21.
to-day’s quotations of Floor

Gammon
Boards,
A Building
dec.
full from the
lower
to
the

Domestic Markets.
fBv Telegraph.!

The Fishery Question.
Ottawa, Dec. 21.—In reply to a question,
Sir John McDonald said there was necessity
for reliable statistics regarding the annual production of the fisheries in view of being shortly called on to negotiate new fishery arrange-

Portluu.a Dull) Wholesale Market.

Fine
Elegant
Leather Pocket Books, Diaries, Gold Pens, Fancy Ink
Stands, Dominoes, Back

Desks,

Writing

Watertown Cattle Market.

THE DOMINION.

j

BY USING

*

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions anil
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

FANCY STATIONERY!

(By Telegraph.)

London, Dec. 21.—The Times says: “Besides the dragging war in Basutoland, to
which the Colonial government may have at
any moment to confess itself unequal, we are
now confronted with the danger of an
organized disaffection among the Boers. It is probable, however, that the appearance of tho British troops at Heidelberg will be followed by
the dispersion of the Boers to their homes. The
present garrison in the Transvaal is composed
of two regiments of foot and a battalion of
rifles. At Natal there is a trustworthy force of
Natal mounted rifles.
There are two troops of dragoons at Natal.
The Transvaal and Nataljhave also'forcos of artillery. We understand Sir George Pomeroy
Cal ley is advancing into the Transvaal with
artillery and infantry from Natal. We believe
there is no reason to doubt that the government of the Transvaal is provided with sufficient force to encounter opposition. The Cape
government has not yet made any application
for Imperial troops.”

_

NEW LACES!

Corns!

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

80ft

San Francisco, Dec. 21.—The following are the
closing quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Alta.
3ft Julia consolidated..
Alpha..-. 334 Hale & Norcrois... 5%
Belcher. 2
Grand Prize
1
Best & Belcher.ps%
Mexican. 7%
Bullion. 1% Northern Belle. 8*4
Cal'fhrala. 1 ft Ophir. 7y8
ClioJar. Ssl's Overthan. 1

HENDED.

mat

Complete Assortment.

also

Another Speck of War.

states

sntf

Cure Your

California mining fetlocks.

SOUTH AFRICA.

itono

488 and 490 Congress Street,

Northwestern

existing private companies.

muoitcci

KXlt1

80

St. Pajil preferred..122
New Jonty Centred... 81
Union Pacific.
106ft

svstems of inter-eninmiininatinn i nf mil n.1

v*

be found

Northwestern.122%

The failure was caused
by losses in coffee.
The English Government end the Telephone.
The general post office lias issued a notice
that it is prepared to establish in any town telephonic inter-communication, at the same
time holding itself ready to make arrangements for the establishment or continuance of

Aiiu

and Lower

can

F.A. ROSS & CO.

47ft

preferred

Styles

Prices than
in Portland.

Michigan Central.121%

Erie
Erie

exhibition

on

(Kimball Block,)

stocks:

LoNDoit, iJec. 2i.—Hoply, Woodhead & Co.,
general merchants of Liverpool, and trading
with Brazil, have failed: Liabilities £21,000.

Curtis

better

146ft

Government securities :
United States 6’s, 1881,

jiaye

TROUBLE WITH THE BOERS

We have

_

the Stock Exchange aggregat-

are

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

TURNER BROS.,
decS

The transactions at
381.700 shares.

ed

Great Sale of Cloaks
and Dolmans at

a

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,

A

TO-DAY

Will commence

UecH

purcb&teb

(By Telegraph.)
New York. Dec. 21— Evening.—Money market
loaned bctWefeh 6 fief anddm aRd 1=32 per annum,
closing MG; priinei mtSfcantile paper at 6ft®d.
Sterling Exchange at 478%®479% for long and
482@482% for short. Governments qtiiet but firm.
State bonds in light demand.
The stock market

ket last night was shot and killed by six men
behind a wall.
New York, Dec. 21.—A cable special says:
Lord Randolph Churchill, leader of the fourth
party movement, made a speech at Preston denouncing the imbecility of the Government in
dealing with the Irish difficulty. Ho declared
that Gladstone’s govflrnmeh* Oil assuming
power had been advised by all the authorities
in Ireland to adopt from the outset a
policy of
coercion, and by neglecting this advice the
Government had caused and was responsible
for the present state of chaos in Ireland. His
father, the Duke of Marlborough, when Lord
Lieutenant, would never have consented to be
held responsible for the orderly government of
Ireland if Lord Beacoasfield had not armed
him w.th special powers.
London, Dec. 21.—The Times reports that
the Ninety-eight foot from Gibraltar and a battalion of the Twentieth foot from Malta have
been ordered to disembark at Queenstown.
Dublin, Deo. 21.—The Gazette declares the
county of Limerick in a disturbed state, requiring additional police. The murder of
Mullen was not an agrarian affair but owing to
a quariel between Mullen and his wife,
DurMaM, Dec. 21.—The Boers
stopped
the mails at Heidelberg and opened official
letters. An action is reported to have occurred at Palclufstroom, but no particulars are
received.
Storm on the British Coast.
New York, Dec. 21.—A storm is reported
on the British coast.
A brig was wrecked in
Ayr harbor and two of the crew lost.
Failure in the Liverpool Coffee Trade.

F. A. ROSS & CO.,

examine our stock.

flgp-Than which there can be no better gift made
eotfflidering the amount of money required for the

<»aiz.

New York stock and money market.

-*

ety of attractive articles at popular prices.
Special attention is

Standard Historical and Poetical

85
180.do....
35ft
Second Call.
820,000 Eastern Railroad 4ft8. 99%

London, Dec. ?1K—A Prcnioiit fafmef rianied
Muller, while returning from Ballinrobe mar-

great vari-

a

Elegantly Illustrated Books.

AUTOGRAPH AND

[Sales of the Broker’s Board, Doc.21.)
tfttstCall.

IN THK CITY.

called to onr Fancy
FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADE Goods Department in
which will be opEver Offered in This City.
ened the Novelties of
the season particularly adapted to the HolChristmas Cards.

34V«
34Vi

Portland. Dec. 20.
For Portland, 3J cars n’isoollaneous merchandise;
for connecting roads, 109 cars rirt*c»llaneous merchandise

LORD CHURCHILL ACCUSES THE GOVERNMENT OF IMBECILITY.

The York town Monument.
Washington, Dec. 21.—The Secretary of
Var transmitted to the Senate yesterday the
eport of the commission, consisting of R. W.
j lunt, Henry Van Brant and J. Q. A. Ward,
;
to recommend a suitable design for
l ppointed
monument column at Yorktowu, Va.
The
lodel submitted is now on view at the War
The
estimates
of
approximate
! lepartment.
lie cost of the column are from S90,000 to SlliO.30. The height varies also according to the
6 rale adopted, and will be 97 or 145 feet
The following are the inscriptions submitted
, y the commission for the four sides of the col-

f

Portland to

GIFT SEASON!! CHRISTMAS GOODS,

...

Ul

North side—Erected in pursuance of a resoition of Congress, adopted Oct. 29, 1781, and
a u act of Congress, June 7,1880, to commemorte the victory by which the Independence of
, ne
Upited Slates of America was achieved.
South side—On this spot, Oct. 19, 1781, after
siege of 29 days by 5,500 American and 7,000
'reucli troops of the line, 3,500 American rnili:
a and 30 French ships of war, Earl (Conwals, commander of the British forces at York-t iwn and Gloucester, surrendered with his
'hole army, 7,251 officers and men, 810 seaHanged for the Murder of a Child.
ion, 244 cannon and 24 standards, to George
Shelby, N. C„ Dec. 21.—Daniel Keith was 1 Washington, Commander-in-Chief of the comh anged Saturday for the murder of a little
t iued iorces of America and France, to the
e irl in .lauuary laBt,
The crime was one of pe( lomte de Rochambeau,
commanding the
c aliar atrocity.
Keith rented a farm adjoining
1 'rench troops, and to the Comte de Grasse,
t lat of a harmless old colored man who lived
c ommanding the French fleet.
li appily with his wife and two children, both
East sido—The provisional articles of peace
g iris, the oldest one being 12 years old.
On
c oncluded Nov. 30, 1772, and the definitive
t le 28th of January Keith overtook the oldest
t reaty of peace concluded Sept. 2, 1782, beg irl, while going on an errand, assaulted and
t iveen the United States of America and
fa filed her.
He then went to a neighbor’s
( ieorge III., the King of Great Britain and
h ouse and related that an escaped conv.ct had
1 reland, declare: “His Britanuic Majesty acn let him in the woods and
1 nowledges the said United States, viz., New
attempted to compel
L im to change shirts, and he induced three
I lampshire, Massachusetts Bay, Rhode (Island
n ten to go with him and
capture the convict, a nd Providence Plantations, Connecticut. New
I ie led them to where the body of the
1 rork. New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
girl
1; ly, but the boot.tracks through the field dis} laryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South
c iosed the gilt of Keith, and he was
C larolina and Georgia, to be free, sovereign and
arrested,
t ■iod and convicted, and hung yesterday in the
i idependent states.”
p resence of ■"XX) people, after confessing the
Westy side—The treat concluded Feb. 7, 1778,
c rime.
I etween the United States of America and
,ouis XVI., King ef France, declares: “The
The Pennsylvania Senatorship
t ssential and direct end of
the present defenIVrTSBuaa, Dec. 21.—A caucus of the Re- s ive alliance is to maintaiu effectually the libublican members of
the legislature from
e rtv, sovereignty and independence,
absolute
j lllegheny county to-night
n nd unlimited, of the said
United States, as
unanimously de
t irmined to ipresent the name of Harry W.' fell in matters of government as of eom( •liver lor United States Senator.
lerce.”

Cellua,

Nellie F. Chase, Portland to Guadaloupe,
and heads 25e, and back from Pascagoula
to Portland, hard pine p. t.
Brig Lizzie Wyman* Portland to Charleston, ice

town.

lis chiu torn off.
“Tom” Maloney is confined
o his bed.
He refuses to explain how he was
vounded, or by whose hand he received his inuries.
These three men are suspected of being the
•uffians who made the attack upon Berry a
ew days ago.
Berry had a lawsuit with a
leiglibor, which gave offense to many of his
riends. Last summer a similar outrage was
lommitted upon Yancy Barker, an old man
iving in the northern part of Scott county,
rhe offense of this man was an alleged delinluency, in which a woman was particeps crimilis. About that time a sort of moral vigilance
< ommittee was formed and
an attempt made
( o visit punishment upon several persons in the
leighborhood whose conduct was not above
i

Bark
60,

York, lime 20c.
Buenos Ayres, lumber

to Now

-OF-

13

More Troops Ordered to Queen-

AGAIN AT WORK.

liuucio

Teazer, Rockland

....

A Midnight Visit Upon an Old Man—The
Assailants Severely Punished.
Lynchburg, Va., Dec 20.—Information has
reached here of a renewal of the Ku-Klux ruffianism in Scott county which commenced in
the region last summer.
Daniel Webster, an
eccentric old man living near Fairmount Valley, in that county, was attacked at his house
at midnight by three men.
He was aroused
from his slumbers by the hurling of heavy
stones against 1 he roof of his dwelling. He got
rat of bed, armed himself with a small revolver, opened the window of his chamber on the
second floor, and fired upon his enemies. Webster fired three shots in the darkness in the direction in which the attacking party seemed to
be standing.
The stones, however, still continued to rain upon his house. Webster called
rat in a loud voice to his wife to bring him another revolver. This ruse had the desired effect of frightening tho outlaws off.
The men
fled in hot haste.
Daylight developed the effect of the old man’s marksmanship. “Jack”
Wade was found to be seriously wounded

closes by asserting that: "As the Secretary of
War decided merely to file General Schofield’s
communication in the private archives and
not to entertain it further, this fact
gives me
no claim beyond
filing this paper, particularly
as it is the conduct of the Hon.
Secrotary of
War and the President whicli is
principally
concerned. It is for this reason alone that I do
not take further action against the writer for
this grossly libelous communication.”

Schr

EtmoPE,

The Long Island Electric Limit Company
filed its certificate of incorporation yesterday.
The capital is 8300,000.

ttU-KLUX

ie.

guests.

Chinese Lepers.
San Francisco, Dec. 21—TenCbinese lepers
were shipped on the
Baltic today for Hong
It is believed they comprise all the
Kong.
in
the
lepers
city.

streets.

“extraordinary
communication,'’ one Which renders the writer
liable to action before the common
law for
libel, ar^ asserts that the Gist Article of
War,
tc.atlvc to preferring charges of conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman, is applicable to its utterances. He then proceeds to
show that the Board’s report, as printed, contained material errors of fact, and asserts that
the ground taken by General Schofield, that
the Board’s report should not have formed
part of the record, was intended to do him
(Gardner), if possible, a private injury. He

—

to

ated. It is estimated that Broadway lamps of
2000 candle power would cost 2J cents
per
hour, or forty cents for the sixteen hours that
the city gas lamps are now kept burning. The
invited to Solid bids {or
company will be
lightning, by the s'qiiare mile of territory. The
eebtral station was established at 183 West
Twenty-fifth street, where there was in position a 125 horse-nower eneine. Fifteen 1 limns
were to be used m
Broadway,, lucliidiog two
on the top of the large lamp in Madison
square,
opposite the Fifth Avenue Hotel. This cirfcilit, which begun with a lamp in front of the
station, required about 10,000 feet of wire. At
5.27J p. m. the signal was given, the switch
was turned on and twenty-seconds later the
lamps for the entire circuit were lighted.
A successful exhibition of the electric
light
was also given by the Edison
Gompanv at
Menlo Park, Hew Jersey, last evening. Many
aldermen and others were present from this
City. The Common Council is to be asked today to pass an ordinance whereby the electric
light as subdivided by Edison, can be introduced in this city.
Edison lamps are now being made at the rato of 100 ,a day, but next
month they will be made at the rate of 1000 a
day. They last six months and cost 30 cents
each. The company proposes to give light to
consumers at the rate of 81.50 to 81.75 per
1000 feet. The Edison Illuminating Company
of New York, which received its charter about
two w eeks ago, organized yesterday
by the
election of officers. This company has leased
from the Edison Electric Light Company the
right to use all of Edison's electric patents exclusively in this city. The officers and board
of directors of the parent and local companies
shall be established in all the cities in the
country. The capital of the New York local
company is 81,000,000. No stock has yet been
subscribed, but it is proposed when everything
is ready for operations to raise about 8300,000
by the sale of stock.
The first section of the city to be lighted is
situated between Wall and Spruce, Nassau
and Water streets
It
contains
fifty-one
station will
be
squares, and the central
established near the corner oKTohn and Cliff

ui

Memphis, Dec. 21.—A special from the
Tupelo, Miss., station on the Mobile and

A A

The Brush Company Give a Successful
Exhibition in New York tviijr—Edison
Also J?cotes a Victory.
&EW York, Dec. 21.—An experiment at
lighting Broadway with electricity was made
last night by the Brush Company,and fourteen
blocks on Broadway were successfully illumin-

suspended.

action in

41./.

Schr Grace Cushing, Portland to New York,heads

One Person Killed and 50 Injured by a
Railroad Accident.
In a railway collision near I.eeds today one
person was killed and 50 injured.

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.

Opposition to Judge Woods.
In the discussion of the nomination of
Judge
Woods to the Supreme bench in the Senate
Executive session to-day, considerable opposition was manifested on the ground that he was
an Ohio man and an extreme
partizau. The
Senator Ingalls introduced

1.

a

SPECIAL SALE

THE

charges.

Killed by a Train.
Bristol, Pa., Dec. 21.—The Washington express train on the Pennsylvania railroad this
morning, two hours late, ran into a number of
passengers r.ljodt toehtef a train for Philadelphia. Three werb fatally injured and One badly hui-t.

liis leaving the Christian at
Work. A written contract with the Advance
is now produced, made some days before Dr.
Talmage’s withdrawal from the Christian at
Work, and bearing his own signature. There
is a conclusion to be drawn from the fact that
this new disclosure comes immediately after
the withdrawal of Deacon Corwin from the
Tabernacle. Whether these two facts have
any relation to each other the public are at
liberty to judge. While the trial was in progress the prosecution tried to learn whether
Dr. Talmage had ever made a definite contract with the Advocate. They could not find
out. Dr. Talniage swore that he had not. Major Corwin was then Dr. Talmage’s warmest
friend. A few days ago Dr. Talmage and Maj.
Corwin quarreled.
Now the missing evidence turns up, and, the signatures to
one of the contracts was witnessed by Major
Corwin. Where these contracts came from, or
how they have been produced, nobody knows.
The production of these contracts created a
profound sensation among the Presbyterian
clergymen of Brooklyn. A number of members of the Brooklyn Presbytery were summoned together on the call of the Rev. Arthur
These clergymen represented not
Crosby.
billy his former prosecutors and clergymen
who voted for his conviction, but some of his
former friends. The conference was held last
Wednesday afternoon, Dec. 15. Dr. Van Dyke
explained to the conference the bearing of the
contracts that had been discovered, and pointed out Dr Talmage's testimony on the subject.
He Said he had written a friendly letter to Dr.
Talmage on the 1th of December, telling him
of the existence of the contracts, and asking
him to oxplain the disparity between them ana
his testimony, but that Dr. Talmage had made
no reply. A committee was then appointed
consisting of Mr. Halsey and Mr, Foote, to
wait upon Dr. Talmage and ask him for an
explanation of his unpleasant position, if he
had any explanation to make. This conmitr
tee has not yet reportad.

previous

vance

Geo. B. N. Tower of Massachusetts, as
Supervising Inspector of steam vessels for the second
district, and Midshipman John N. Jordan of
Maine to be ensign, and Uieut. Commander
Franklin Wildes of Massachusetts to be Commander.

case was

-4

To-Day

commence

Brig Hyperion, Portland to Centrifugal and back
forth of Hatteras, sugar 85.37%
hhd and port

Fatal Soooting Affray.
Louisville, Dec. 21.—A letter from Haynesvillo says Charles McAdams shot and instantly
killed Philip Rial at the house of C. J. Sterritt, editor of the PJaindealer. Both parties
the excitement over
are highly connected and
McAdams’ brother
the affair is at fever heat.
married Rial’s sister, and it is said some remarks by McAdams about Rial’s sister caused
the trouble.

new phase of the
came to light yes-

CHEAPEST

>ast week:

Slobson Ahead of Vignaux'
Paris. Dec. 21—At the end of the second
day’s billiards Slosson was loO points ahead of

Vignaux.

MISCELLANEOUS

notices.

TURNER BHOS.,

Schr

New Charge Against

4Knt Ln Iwwl

distinguished

Jackson*.—it^oO
The above prices are for car tots of potatoes; small
ots about 5c higher.
FREIGHTS—Very little doing and no demand ior
rcssels. Thd following charters were made the

Bhooks

Dr. Talmage refuses to make any explanation.
It is charged that Dr. Talmage, while testifying on his trial under oath in regard to his
leaving the Christian at Work, and taking the
editorship of the Advance, swore positively

uiiu

uuuiiuauuu

tile

Beard and other

'special

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Prolific*, Eastern .—far 5
Grand Trunk.—@65

BILLIARDS.

terday, and some very damaging evidence
against the pastor of the Brooklyn Tabernacle
is given to the public. The charge against Dr.
Talmage this time is willful per jury, and a
special meeting of the Brooklyn Presbytery
will be held at an eatly date and a new trial
will result, flis opponents hate What seems
to lie. Very positive evidence of his guilt, and

...

vuv

Of

Dec. 21.—A
campaign against Talmage

the laws of Massachusetts disfranchised over
1000 citizens of the district by educational, tax
and property qualifications. The case will be
debated as having a bearing upon the fourteenth amendment North and South.
Nominations Confirmed.
_X!_j

Details

New York,

Moody Boynton Championed by Weaver.
General J. B. Weaver is preparing a minority report in the election case of Boynton vs.
Loring. He finds that, by Mr, BdyUtoh’s
showing, he should have had a plurality of 22,
and that if ballots Without any office were
counted, a plurality of 160. When the case
comes up after the holidays, an attempt will
be made by Mr. Boynton’s friends to show that
when he was a candidate against Dr. Loring

--

tor

flint.

Executive Nomination.
Washington,, Dec. 21.—The President sunt
to the Senate the nomination of Henry P. Dill
of Maine, to be U. S. Consul at Fort Erie,
Canada.
Preparations for the Inauguration.
The committee on inaugural decorations
recommonded a series of 38 arches of gaspipes
over Pennsylvania avenue with
appropriate
decorations representing each and decorations
of all statues in the city.

Tl...

21.—Fifteen inches of
today and it is still

DR. TALMAGE.

said:—“I spurn with contempt the reach of his
cious compartment in a palace car and fresh
arm.
The reach of his arm would affect one
xrom me primitive
quarters oi uis ranclie, was j as little as it affected the last Presidential electaking in the luxuriousness of Pullman’s pal- tion.”
Mr. Weaver made a jocular reply.
atial accommodations. The family of the
Mr. Sparks said:—“You misunderstood me.
Senator, not wishing to be intruded upon, I
saw you were stating what was not true and
Wad closed the door of the compartment.
The
that you were wanting in the qualities of a
condnetor, coming along, partly opened it. gentleman in your failing to remedy it. (Excitement and confusion.) That was all there
The Senator, with considerable emphasis,
closed it. The dignity of the conductor was was of it, but it was developed at the last election that you wanted those qualities.
nettled by this sort of an interrogation of his
Mr. Weaver (now thoroughly angefed)—I
in
his
own
and
authority
lie'underbailiwick,
denounce the gentleman personally as a liar on
took to assert his individuality by forcing the
the floor of the House.
door open. The Senator,
Mr. Sparks (equally excited)—You are a
claiming the right
of occupation, in Texas diction told the conscoundrel and a villain.
ductor to get out, whereupon the conductor
Mr. Weaver thereupon (amid great uproar)
became more colloquial than suited the Senleft his place and advanced menacingly towards
ator. The latter, who stands over six feet,
Mr. Sparks, who moved towards Mr. Weaver,
without further parley hauled off and let fly
but both were immediately surrounded by
with the force of a battering ram a single blow
members who prevented them from getting to
which sent the couductor over several highly
close quarters and made them put on their
upholstered pivot chairs into a coal box. The coats, which each was in the act of taking off
conductor, gathering himself uu with a coun- as he advanced. The greatest confusion and
tenance that suggested a vision of stars, soon
disorder prevailed on the floor and tu the galrallied and made a dash at the senatorial
leries, but in the midst of it the Speaker took
Texan. The latter, striking a graceful attithe chair and called upon the Sergeant-attude of defense, sang out: “See here, don’t
Arms to do his duty. The combatants were recome this way. If you come within range of
moved, however, by their friends, and after
these fists (shaking them significantly) I will
the disorder had subsided the House adjourned,
mash your face in such a jelly that your own
mother would’nt recognize you.”
Profiting.,
by the counsel of the old adage, the conductor
WASHINGTON.
withdrew, and the Texan Senator finished his
journey unmolested.
METEOROLOGICAL,

VIRGINIA

Fredericksburg, Va., Dec. 21.—Snow lias
fallen in Northern Virginia for KJ hours without intermission
Travel is impeded and trees
broken down by the weight Ot snow. A storm
of such Severity lias not been experienced for
25 years.

The thanks of the House to Connecticut for

gift of oil painting of Jonathan Trumbull,
formerly Speaker of the House, was passed.
Fernando Wood offered the funding hill.
Mr. Robeson claimed the question of privilege on his constitutional electoral count reso-

uecume

IN

Long Branch, Dec. 21.—The storm is washA vessel is reing away the great ocean pier.
ported ashore at Seabright. The wires along
the shore are down.
Two locomotives on the
New Jersey Southern railroad aro burled in a
snow slide at Rod Bank.
It is the heaviest
snow storm for years.
Roads are blockaded
and railway travel impeded.

Adjourned.

oparxs immeuiaieiy

200th

FOR A QUARTER OF A CENTURY.

Court.
Mr. Garland’s hill extending the sessions of
territorial legislatures to 60 days passed.
Bills were introduced and referred authorizing the issue of legal tender notes upon the deposit of gold, and to abolish the tax on hank
capital or documents and on bank checks.
The Senate took up the bill relieving the
Secretary of the Treasury from the amount
voted to the states in 1836, and at 2.10 went into executive session.

mr.

STORM

Potatoes*

Sarly Rose, p bush:—
Houlton.— <gt>0
Main© C«ntral..—@55
Grand Trunk.—;a66

Anniversary of the Landing of
the Pilgrims.
Plymouth, Dec. 21.—To-day the Pilgrim
society celebrated the two hundred and sixth
anniversary of the landing of tho Pilgrims,
being the first public celebration for eight
years. The new Pilgrim Hall was formally
opened, and there were services at tbe First
Church,short exercises at the Rock, and dinner,
with speaking at Davis’ Ildll. A Special train
brought a large number of people, among them
Hon. Thomas Russell, Gov. Long, ex-Gov.
Rice, President Elliot of Harvard, Hou. Chas.
F. Choate, Rev. Alexander McKenzie, Collec-

Atlantic

Along the
Seaboard.

the civil service

fixing the number of judges of the Supreme

i

Snow

FOREFATHERS’ DAY.

STORM.

McKE.MVEV’S, 531

At

are:

Congrr.. Street,
<11

,1a 1 U
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Tlie Referee,

Shylock,

CHRISTMAS!

Peddler.

Besides these we have a new line of
Groups, consisting of Classical, Musical
and Popular Subjects, made from same
material that Rogers’ are, and ranging
in price from $1.60 to $10. This popular line of groups meets a demand long
called for, and we ask the public to inspect the same at our new store

Now is the time to purchase desirable and suitable
articles for Christmas Gifts, and at

Cor. Middle & Union Sts.

Loring, Short" & Harmon.

dec 13

sn

d2w

•_

All Wool Goodsat Low Prices.
We have Just received the follow-

ing goods:
One large lot Fine 44 intli Plain
Momic Cloth Dress Goods, in best
Colors, at only 50 cts.
These are just opened for sale
to-day, and arc finer and better

value than the other Plain or Polka Spot Monties which sold so
quick last week.
One lot Extra Heavy 44 inch
black Momie Cloths, also at 50c.
One lot very
nice large 12-4
Blankets, all perfect, sold everywhere for $8.00, we shall sell at
once, at only $6.00. This is a rare
chance for a useful Christmas
present at 3-4 real value. One lot
Double width Twilled 67ct. Dress
Flannels, at only 50cts.
Cloaks
marked down to close seasons’
stock.

RIXBS

dtf

be

found

an

excellent assortment of the follow-

White Damask Covers, with colored borders and Napkins to match; plain white Covers
with Napkins to match; Cardinal and Turkeyred Covers with Napkins to match; plain White
and Half-bleached Napkins: White and Colored
Quilts; Felt and Flannel Skirts; Raw-silk Tidies
and a very handsome lot of Fancy Tidies, Lace
Bed Sets, and Lace Shams.

TOWELS.
They exhibit

a

Hosiery for ladies
gentlemen.
Elegant assortment new
Silk
and

very fine assortment of Linen

Towels, and show the best Towel for 25 cents
that can be found in the city.

HANDKERCHIEFS.
An elegant lot of Silk Handkerchiefs, also
Plain White, Hem-stitched and Fancy Bordered Linen Handkerchief*.

CHAMBERLIN k HOMSTED.
ilCt

dec20

FOR

CHRISTMAS!!
proposing

early

to make

a

Christmas Gift of

as

possible

~sT LOWELL,
Engraver,

513 CONGRESS STREET.
dec6

^

Middle

Street

(CANAL BANK BLOCK.)
Dealers in Government, Municipal and Railroad Securities.
I S. “Called” Bonds CASHED or
on favorable terms.

exchanged
ja2

eneodtf

H. N PINKHAM,
STOCK BROKER,
50 Exchange Street.

decl

codtf

dtf

Brocade

Dress

Hoods, new designs and best shades, selling rapidly at 25 cents. This is the best
bargain in the market.
One bale, extra quality, all wool Red
Twilled Flannel, we will sell at 25 cents
per yard. We only ask you to examine.
The cold weather is coming. Ladles'
hand-made Cardigan Jackets, uice lifting and warm, marked at only $1.00.
A new supply of Ladies’ Felt Skirts,
every style and color. Please come aiiu
see them yourself.
German Turkey Red Damask at 58 cts.
We challenge our many patrons to do
better.
Cloaks and Dolmans! Our specialty.
Our bargains to Ladies will satisfy the
most exacting.

NOVELTIES

STUDLEY, 253~ MIDDLE ST.

IN

Household

eod&w

no!7__

—

A rticles.

BASKETS.

R. B. S’w ift,
513 CONGRESS STREET,

Will open this morning, in connection with usual
line of .Tewelry, &c., a Full Line of Holiday Goods,
consisting of

WALL POCKETS, MUSIC and LETTER
FOLIOS. FANCY THERMOMETERS
CARD and PAPER RACKS,
in Stylo and Design different and superior to anything ever offered in Portland.

Notice the display in the window. Call and exdeclll d till2p
amine for vourselves.

European

Ticket Office.

Cabiu aud Steerago Tickets by the
C'uuurd, Allnu, Ionian, White Star aud
Auchor Lines of European Mteniuera
sailing weekly from Boston and New York. For
further particulars call on or address

Office.

Wood,
Work,
Scrap,
Clinch, School, Hamper,
Clothes & Dog Baskets.

AT WHOLESALE & RETAIL
—

41* EGRESS NTKEETt

Superintendent’s Office, Nov. 13,1880.
of lots in Cemetery and parlies having
lots in charge who desire special care of same
for the season of 1881 should notify the Superintendent or Trustees at once, as a special care of
lots should include dressing, which must be placed
upon such lots before covered with snow.

OWNERS

Per order of

no

10

Trustees.

PATUTf it DrFFFY, Superintendent,
dtf

—

PORTLAND.

Portland, I)

8th,

1880._dee 10 dt£

GAS FIXTURES.
J.

dt

EVERGREEN CEMETERY.

BY

Kendall & Whitney,

T. P. UleGOWAN, Bookseller,
uo2

Stocks and Bonds bought and
sold on commission for cash or
carried on a reasonable margin.
Orders for stocks on Boston and
N. Y. stock boards, promptly executed.
Stock privileges obtained on reliable Nl. V'. houses, at lowest rates

dtf

$1.00

ONLY

—

18H

Owen, Moore & Co.
Bargains, Bargains!

At HfKE.WEY’S, Ml Cougrr.* Httrret.
dlw
del8

dim

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

in order to have them in

Plate

Card

Swan & Barrett,

_

One case double-fold
Parties

WILLIAM

decl

;

Neckwear for Men and
Youths.

dec20

CALLING CARDS

Engraved Calling Card*, should give their

CAH.D !

Fine Traveling Bags for
ladies and gentlemen,
at reasonable prices.
Silk and Worsted Suspenders for gentlemen.

broidered Piano and Table Covers; Cream and

as
season.

Mr. Woodbury having been admitted
to the membership of the Boston Stock
Exchange, vre are prepared to execute
orders at that Exchange at the same
rates of commission as those charged by
Boston Brokers.
Daily quotations of
the leading stocks are telegraphed us
morning and afternoon, and will be bulletined at onr office far the benefit of the
WOODBURY & MOULTON,
public.
Corner Middle & Exchange Streets.

gentlemen.

ing goods: Black and Colored Silks; Cashmere
Hymalayan, Velvet and Woolen Shawls; Em-

order

FINANCIAL.

and Worsted Umbrellas
for Ladies and Men.
Black Silk and Bandanna
Handkerchiefs for old

Cor. Congress & Elm Sts.,
can

B R OB.

decl8

Large Assortment of Silk

Free

KINSMAN,
Street,

Kilborn’s
at>8

opposite

Garnet

Store.
dtf

Garnet, Cameo and Onyx
Solid Gold Rings only $2.50 nt
MeKFVNBV*. 7:fl C..nSrr.„ si.e.

Vmethyst,
dels

,t| w

—

THE PRESS.

MUSIC AND

WEDNESDAY MORXIXC, DEC. 22.

~

‘Viualhaven, B. Lane.
Waidoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wiscassei, Gibbs A Rundle*.
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

NEW

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
;rand Christmas Ball—Eagle Hook and Ladner.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
H. 1. Nelson & Co.
Christmas Presents—G. L. Bailey.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
For the Holidays—Atwood & Wentworth.
•
Portland Furniture Co.
Canadian Overseoes—M. G. Palmer.
Bargains—Hall L. Davis.
Wanted To-day—Show.
Wanted—Canvassers.
Genuine—Wm. Hennessy & Co.
For Sale—W. C. Fisk & Co.
Notice is hereby given.
Horse?—Rufus Rand.
Michigan Turkeys.
CHRISTMAS

PRESENTS.—Ladies and Gents
full line, all sizes. G. L.
Bailey, 48
Exchange street.
dec22d2t
a

Anx Lady would be pleased with an Embroidered Mull Fichue for a Christmas
present.

Best assortment in the city at
dec22d3t
H. I. Nelson & Co.’s.

Baskets, Baskets, Baskets, Baskets,
kets, Baskets, Baskets, Baskets, Baskets,

Bas-

from
H. I. Nelson & Co.

•dec21dlt.
All Remedies

lungs
once

are

destroyed.

are

Too Late

Extinguish

when the
a

cough

at

with Hale's Honey ok Horehovnd and

Tar.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in

dec20d(Jt

Oi u 25 cent Worsted Scarfs
present for boys or girls.

_H.

minute.

one

_♦
dee’ldtt

make a

useful

I. Nelson Sc Oo.

Gold and Plated Sets, Sleeve
Buttons, Bar
Pins and a full line of
Holiday Goods, at Todd
&

Morse’s._decl8SMW&F

Gold and Silver Watches for Ladies and
Gents.
Gold and Plated Chains,
at

Lockets,

Todd & Morse’s.

_decl8SMW&F
A New and Elegant
Preparation
is J. & E. Atkinson’s
Glycerine Lotion. It is
not only a preventive of
dandruff, but imports
to the hair a remarkable
softness and brillian-

cy'

dec22W&S

Opera Glasses in Pearl and Leather at
prices that defy competition, at Todd &
Morse’s.
decl8SMW&F
Gold Band Bings, Engraved and Plain.
Gold and SilverThiinbles, at Todd &
Morse’s,
177 Middle street.
decl8SMW&F

Dr.C. W. Benson’s Celery and Chamomile Pills are prepared
expressly to cure Sick
Headache, Nervous Headache, Dyspeptic
Headache, Neuralgia and Nervousness, and
cure any case.
Price 50 cts., postage free.
Parsons, Banos & Co., Wholesale Drug-

gists, 117 and 119 Middle street.
General

Agents.__

Portland,

Me.
octl8eodtf

Thirty

years' experience of an Old
MBS.
WINSLOW’S SOOTHING
^uree.
&\KUP is the prescription of one of the best
female physicians and nurses in the United
States, ana has been used for thirty years with
never-failing success by millions of mothers for
their children. It relieves the child from
pain,
cures dysentery and
diarrhoea, griping in the
bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health to
the child it rests the mother. Price
Twenty“Ti' vruw

a uoiue.

nOVJYSMWCEWtimO

Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE DONKEY.
Tuesday.—The cases for to-day were

without

disposed

of

trial. The names of counsel reported m
the cases of Gibson vs. Sanborn and Fisk vs. Sanborn yesterday were wrong. Metcalf & Bradstrcet
appeared for the plaintiffs, and C. P. Mattocks and
W. K. Neal for the defendant.
a

Municipal Court.
before judge knight.

Tuesday.—Alfred LeClair. Intoxication—2d offence. Sixty days in county jail.
Annette Smith, Woodbury S. Pennell. Common
drunkards. Thirty days each in House of Correetiou.
Hugh McGowan, intoxication. Fined $6 and

costs.
John
Thomas Thomas and Henry Davidson.
Intoxication. Fined S3 each and costs.
Wm. T. Haskell. Malicious mischief.
Fined $5
and costs.
Richard O’Connell. Open shop on the Lord’s dav.
Fined So and costs.

Murphy,

Brief Jotting's.

Cloudy, yesterday morning, raw and blustering in the alteruoon. Mercury 20° at sunrise,
28° at noon, 22° at sunset; wind northeast.
Our readers will remember that Dr. Hill lectures on “The Moon” to-night in the Mechan-

ics-Association free course.
The Christmas sale at State Street church
vestry this afternoon and evening will aflord
opportunity to buy many pretty and useful

things.
Department

Commander Bangs and staff
will go to Bath to-night to inspect Sedgwick
Post.
It is reported that Mr. Ira C. Chase has sold
the Centennial Spring property, adjoining the
Poland Springs, to Boston parties. Rumor

•puts the figures at £50,000.
Monday night Mr. True, residing at the corner of Hampshire and Newbury streets,left his
sitting room carpet hanging in his yard to air,
and before ten o’clock it was stolen.
A meeting of resident members of the Maine
Historical Society will be held at their new
rooms, Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock, for consultation

concerning

the formal

opening

of the

rooms.

The Eagle Hook aud Ladder Company, No.
2, will give a ball on Friday eveniug, Dec. 24.
Collins furnishes the music.
The Eleanora started for New York Monday

night,

hut ou account of the threatened storm,
came to anchor in the stream where she now
lies. The steamer New Brunswick still lies at
her wharf. The steamer Katahdiu, Bangor
for Boston, put in same night on account of the
storm and will wait for fair weather.
There will be a Gospel meeting at the rooms
of the Y. M C. A. this
ii

we

are nor

evening.

misiasen,

at n.ao a. m.

delightful entertainment this evening at Sons
of Temperance Hall, to consist of singing, recitations, post office, supper, etc.
Personal.
Rev. S. L. B. Chase has received and ac.
copied a call from the Baptist church in Free
hold. N. ,T.
nou. Eugene Hale is at the Falmouth.
Senor Congosto, late Spanish Vice Consul a
this port, is ordered to Bayonne, Basses Pyre
uees.

Washington

Connor will

pass

at the residence

the winter ii
of wife’s tin

father, Mr. John Bailey.
Mrs. A. G. Spear of ltockland, mother
Mrs. Win. P.

Frye,died Friday|at

o

the age of 7.

William Libby, Esq., who for many year 5
lias been cashier of the Manufacturers Nation
al Bank at Lewiston, has resigned, and Mi
Addison Small, at present Treasurer of th >
People’s Savings Bank, has tieen chosen hi s
successor.

The Portland Company.
A correspondent writes to ask whether it i
well to sell out the l’ortlaud Company whici ,
has doue so much to build up Munjoy Hill
and puts bread into the mouths of three bun
dred families, with its pay-roll amounting t >
515,000 mouthly, in order to give employ men
to a few stevedores, while the business itsel f
will add little to the business of the city. Th J
correspondent seems lo think that a removi 1
to Ligon a could not he well arcomplislie 1
weut too.

under the command of one of the Bristol City’s
officers. After a hard struggle the boat was
brought around to leeward of the dismasted
vessel, and one by one the entire crew, six
men all told, sprang into the boat and were
taken aboard the steamer, which started again
after a delay of about two hours.

most

artistically presented.

The

Capt. Sears says he sailed from St. John, N.
jugglers’ performances were not very remarka- B., abcut a month ago, and at a small port on
ble, because their feats have been exhibited I
the coast took aboard a quantity of laths conhere by so many celebrated prestidigitators.
The orange tree trick was of little account.
signed to Philadelphia. A series of violent
The basket feat was well performed. The
westerly gales set in, against which the Union
funniest thing in the exhibition was the Hinwas unable to hold her own.
She was
dpstanee chin-chin of the natives, who were Flag
driven out of her course and the heavy seas
attired in their native dress. The snakes
looked slimy and disagreeable enough, and the
tossed her about, badly straining her timbers
mongoose resembled a good sized ant eater.
until a leak was sprung. On the 15th the
The greater part of the evening is taken up by
gale was very heavy and the sea extremely
the lecture. It is said that, at their hotel, the
confused.
The storm continued duripg the
jugglers and snake charmers all occupy a large
apartment, especially prepared lor tneir acnight and on the following morning the wind
commodation. As they do not use beds, small
suddenly increased in violence. Although the
cots are arranged for them.
Their meals,
schooner had hardly any sail set, her foremast
cooked after the Hindoo method, are served
privately, and two waiters detailed expressly was carried away and took with it the mainto look after their comfort. It is necessary to
topmast ana maiumastueaa. sue now nocame
put them all in one room, as they will not sleep
in separate apartments, having a dread that
unmanageable, and the heavy waves swept
the Christians may do them harm if they are
The work of cutting
away the deck load.
alone. The room is kept as hot as possible day
away the broken spars was carried on while
and night. No wonder they shivered on the
the seas were making a complete broach over
last
night.

stage

the vessel.

When the wreck had been cleared
away a piece of canvass was set on one of the
bioKuu spars to Keep the vessel’s head up to
the sea, as the huge waves threatened to

THE JIBBENAINOSAY.

Mr. Proctor’s Jibbenainosay is perennial and
a great favorite with a larpw portion of our
He will appear in
amutromeut loving people.
the character at New Portland Theatre Christmas afternoon and evoning, and the tickets will
be ready at the box office this morning.
THE HENSCHEL CONCERT.

Probably many of our citizens are not aware
of the exceptional musical treat in store for
them in the coming grand concert to be given
at City Hall Jan. 7th. Heuschel ranks in Europe as the greatest living baritone, and has
lately achieved a marked success in New York
in his recitals, assisted by Lillian Bailey, who
is his fiancee. Mr. Sherwood, the pianist, is already a well known favorite. Mr. Adamowski,

violinist, has won a marked success
and stands high as an accomplished and true

artist. There is a decided element of romance
in the combination. Miss Lillian Bailey when
abroad studied music under Henschel, and it
is needless to add that the master speedily succumbed to the personal charms and mental endowment of his fair pupil. To this rising Boston favorite, then, we owe the presence in this
country of one of Europe’s greatest artists.
NOTES.

At the Y. M. C. A. entertainment Thursday
there will be solo singing by Miss H. H.
Eaton, of West Buxton, vocalist, violin solos
with piano accompaniment, and select reading
by Mrs. S. H. Doten.
The “Emma Donald Grand Star Concert
Combination” will appear at City Hall January 3d.
At the Mapleson concert in New York Sunday night Miss Cary received great applause
for a beautiful rendering of “Fac ut Portem.”
The New York Times correspondent says
“Mr. Edwin Booth has made an unqualified
success in 'Richelieu.’ He had no right to exnAr.t that, hlR TTamlftt wrtnlH ha

fii'aantail nrifh.

much critical quibbling. Had he played
Richelieu first he would have been the rage by
this time, and possibly the fashion next season,
if he had been supported by a good company
and backed by really liberal management. As
it is, he has no reason to complain. The critics
have done full justice to his Richelieu, and he
is nightly received by enthusiastic audiences.
It is all nonsense, the report in New York, that
Irving has tevinced the slightest desire to be
unfriendly to Booth. The facts are quite the
other way.tf
out

sweep the men overboard at any moment.
The well being sounded, it was found that the
schooner was filling rapidly, and it was im-

possible

employes

left

the city

an

to

evidently

had not
observed the distressed
schoonor. The pumps still worked badly and
brought up but little water. During the night
of the 7th the gale blew as heavily as before.
Early on the following morning, however, the
wind went down somewhat, although the sea
continued to be extremely boisterous. Shortly
after daybreak the smoke of a steamship was
discovered to the eastward, and the Bristol
City soon hove in sight. Capt. Sears and his
men all speak in the highest terms of the

gallant

conduct of the crew of the life-boat
which went to their rescue, and say they
received the very kindest of treatment while
on board the Bristol City.
The shipwrecked
sailors started for their homes in Maine. The
Union Flag was built at
Waldoboro, in
1861, and registered 197 tons. Her owners are
Maine men.

shortly bring

buildings
from
and

a

at

Saccarappa

holding

a

the

drawing gas oil
Friday evening
for a lamp when

was

barrel about 5 o'clock

lighted

stick
the barrel

whole head of
was
blown
with a loud report, singeing Mr. C.’s whiskers and hair and burning his hands quite
out

library
av

for the

City Building, Friday

vutov

viovix

v/

opening

10

uiaac

after-

auaiiguuiciiis

of their library.

New England Fisheries.
A Gloucester dispatch says the mackerel
eateh of New England for 1880 lias been
larger than for many years previously. Gloucester had a fleet of 110 vessels, with 100 seines,
employing 1650 men,and the catch is estimated

129,620 barrels, the largest of any year since
I860, when the Gloucester fleet took 141,576
barrels. Last year-the Gloucester inspection
was 48,043, and the year before 55,742 barrels.
The Rockport fleet for 1880 numbered 7 vessels,
whose catch was 7025 barrels, schooner Cora
Lee being high line with 1875 barrels, stocking
510,250. Last year the Rockport inspection
was 172i barrels. The Newburyport catch for
1880 was 5000 barrels, against 1591 in 1879.
at

■

Wellfieet had 31 vessels and 450 men in this
The
Provincotowu mackereling fleet
number 7
vessels, manned by 105 men, whose catch was
7767 barrels. The other Massachusetts fishing
towns report a good catch.
Of the Maine
ports engaged in this fishery, Boothbay reports
of
a catch
5724 barrels, Deer Island, 5400
Southport, 3500 and Sedgwick 1240 barrels.
Schooner Alice of Swan’s Island is reported
high line of the New England fleet for 1880,
witli a catch of 3700 barrels, which sold for
510,548.75. Schoaner Louis and and Rosa
of Boothbay stocked 512,492, schooner Kate
Florence ol Harwich 511,000, and schooner
Cora E. Smith of Nortii Haven, Me., 510,000

fishery this year, taking 32,250 barrels.

STATE NEWS.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Council will be

The Executive

in session
until the first of January
the
business
of
the
closing up
year.
McClench & Co.’s large machine shops at
Hallowel! wore sold ^t auction recently to A.

nearly every day

M.

Spear

now

for 58000.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Mr. Wm. Parliu, one of the selectmen of
Paris, died very suddenly of heart disease at
his home in Paris Friday.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Oldtown alms house was burned Saturday evening. Most of the furniture was saved.
George Dole, son of Cyrus Dole of Brewer, a
man about 20 years of age, died Monday
rom internal injuries received about,
a week
ago while coasting.
The house of L. B. Nichols iu Garland was
burned last Saturday.

?oung

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

A Bath lady has just fallen heir to
in real estate.

8100,000

YORK COUNTY.

Mrs. Mary Ann Gartlaud of Biddeford, was
taken suddenly sick while
attending St.
Mary’s church, Sunday, and was carried
home. She died Monday at 1 o’clock.

Temperance Meeting.
Mission

more

room,

well filled last
evening by a deeply interested audience.
Telling speeches were made by Messrs. Moody,
was

Newburyport.

Hobson.
Sch M

L Newton, Colwell, Eastport for New York
Sch Hudson, Coleman, Calais for Lynn.
Sch Margaret, Johns, Calais for New York.
Sch G M Porter, Johnson, Calais for Norwich.
Sch E & G W Hinds, Hill, Calais for New York.
Sch Aliee Dean, Watts, Pembroke for Boston.
Sch Com Kearney, Thompson, Calais for NYork.
Sch Sarah Louise, Hickey, Calais for Boston.
Soh Ira I) Sturgis, Adams, Wiscasset for St Au-

ueuuui

aim

are

w*u»j

In Windham, Timothy Kcnuard, aged 85 years
4 months.
In Boston, Dec. 19, May Isabel, infant daughter
of Frank A. and Mary A. Dodge.
[Funeral service Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
at No. GO Wilmot street. Burial private.!
In Rockland. Dec. 15, Angellne A., wife of Capt.
Alfred K. Spear, aged 44 years.
In Auburn, Dec. 14, Mrs. Louisa Turner, aged
75 years.

Falmouth Encampment.
At the semi-annual meeting of Falmouth Encampment, I. O. O. F., held last evening, the
following officers were elected:
C. P.—Asa L. Ames.
H. P.—George F. Stetson,
S. W.—John B. Brown, 2d.
J. W.—Wm. E. Carter.
Trustees-Merrill Place, E. J. Mon All, Ira

Ayres

NAME

FROM

FOR

Liverpool.... Dec 24
Nepigou.Portland
Champlain...Portland ...Glasgow.Dec 24
Circassian.Halifax.Liverpool... .Dec 25
Olympus.Boston.Liverpool.Dec 25
City of Chester ...New York .Liverpool.Dec 25
Anchoria.New York. .Glasgow.Dec 25
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 28
Dec 29
Bothnia.New York..Liverpool
Frisia.New York.. Hamburg_Dec 30
City of Montreal.. .New York. .Liverpool.. .Dec 30
Toronto.Portland.... Liverpool—Dec 31
Lake Winnipeg... .Portland... .Liverpool.... .Ian 7
Jan 21
Lake Manitoba
Portland.. ..Liverpool
Lake
Lake

Rev. Thomas Tyrie, of Gorham, delivered
the tenth lecture in tiie Methodist course Monday evening to a large and attentive audience.
Mr. Tyrie is an able and interesting speaker,
The next and last lecture iu the course will he
delivered Thursday, Dec. 30th, by Rev. A. S,
Ladd, of Portland. Mr. Ladd delivered the
first lecture iu the course, and was so well

—

—

MiNIATUItE ALMANAC.... DECEMBER 22.
Sunrises.7.34 I High water. 2.30
Sun sets. 4.25 1 Moon rises.10.30

Arrival of the Toronto.
The Dominion lino steamer Toronto,
Capt.
Gibson, arrived about 2.30 p. m. yesterday
PORT OF PORTLAND.
from Liverpool and readied lierdock at 4 p. m,
She brought live passengers and 1700 tons
♦
TUESDAY. Dec 21.
cargo. She hail a very good passage, eleven
Arrived.
days, for this season of the year. Nothing ol I nteuiuabip Toronto, (Ur) Gibson, Liverpool
interest worth reporting transpired on tilt j passengers and mdse to D Torrance & Co.
i
steamship Chesapeake, Williams, New 1’ork—mdse
voyage.
to Henry Fox.

MALtlJSTE

|

RINGS.
The

iow,

sen

a

Volta, Whitmore, Wilmington.
WILM1NGTON—CId 18th, sch T R Pillslmry,
Pitcher, Boston.
RICHMOND—Ar 18th, sch D H Ingraham, Greeley. Rockland.
FORTRESS MONROE-Ar 20th, barque Lilian,
La

Rumball,

handsome line of French, .Marble
and American Clocks.

Our Stock is entirely

new and desirable
in every department, and adapted to tbe
wants and tastes of the people.

largest and most complete stock of
found in the city.

OUR

NAPKIN RINGS,
FRUIT KNIVES.

we

guarantee

as

LOW AS THE LOWEST

endless variety of Beautiful New
Patterns.

Au

PRICES

Call and examine before you purchase.

aurapsou,

SAVANNAH—Ar 20th, sch Winner, Frye, Philadelphia.
CHARLESTON—Ar 20th, sch Annie R Lewis,
Lewis, Jamaica.
Cldaotlijbrig LStaples, Storer, Baltimore; sch

ATWOOD
509

to avoid the rush.
Our stock iu every
is now complete, and an invitation is
extended to evervbody to call aud examine our
wish to
or not.
Our
goods whether
stock consists of Fancy Goons and Toys of every
description, such ns

our rooms

U

d

It

dec'20

Mary E Douglass, Lewis, from
Mayaguez; Nathan Cleaves, Virginia for Portland:

NORSK and CARRIAGE MART,

fie

Agent* foi

MILLETT & LITTLE,

227 Middle St.

NEW FIRM.
NEW STOCK.

made.

selling choice Presents
in Elegant Silks, Satins, Plushes,
Velvets, Dress Goods and Shawls

arc now

in great

LOWEST PRICES.
LATEST STYLES.

«

We have just bought lor cash thus insuring bottom prices anil very latest
Style, and stocked the large wareroom, No. 4G Exchange Street, with a complete
Line of

Styles in

in

$7.00

BASKETS.
As it is now too late to
duplicate stock before Christmas, we advise an early se-

lection.
declT

Ar 19th, sch Charter Oak, Graham, Hoboken.
Sailed, schs D Ellis, Florence P Hall, Diadem, Ned
Sumpter. Mary Brew-er, Nautilus.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 19th, sch Edward Stanley,
Sherman, Lincolnville.
Sid 20th, sch Yankee Blake, for New York.
VINEYARD-IIVAEN—Ar 18th, schs War Steed,
Gookin, from Hoboken for Boston; Champion, from
Elizabeth port for Lynn; Laura H Jones, and lsola,
Bangor for New York; Viola May, Calais fordo;
Geo W Rawley, St Geogre for do; Red Jacket, from
Rockland for do; W Freemau, Thomaston for do;
H T Townsend, Calais for Mott-Haven; David Torrey, Portland for Glen CQve; J F Carver, Calais for
Stonington; Edw Stanley, fm Lincolnville for New
Bedford.
Sailed, schs Fred Gray, W F Green, Elizabeth De
Hart, Caroline, Trade Wind,Vulcan, Emma K Smalley, S E Nightingale, Carrie W, East Wind, Laura
H Jones, David Torrey, lsola, Edw Stanley.
Ar 19th, schs Mott-Haven, New York for Calais;
Lyndon, Hoboken for do; Manitou, Boston for Bichmond, Va; Louisa Smith, Bangor for Fall River.
Sid, Percy, G W Rawley, Red Jacket, W Freeman,
Viola May, H T Townsend; tugs Mary B Curtis, and

ILLETT & LITTLE,

Warrior.

PARKER’S

PRESENTS.

Don’t buy your Christmas and New Year Gifts without examining one of the
handsomest, most substantial and useful lines of Holiday Goods in the market, viz.,

FOOT RESTS,
PATENT ROCKERS,
EASY CHAIRS,
FANCY CHAIRS,

WILLOW ROCKERS,
FANCY TABLES,
WORK TABLES,
TOWEL RACKS,

&c., &e., all of which we cordially invite the public to inspect, guaranteeing them
the lowest bottom prices.

The Public Demanded and 1
have responded by adding

A MEAT

Rockland; Charley Hanley,

do for

Winterport;

Tolopliono.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Canned Meats.
bamc and

S J

Lindsey, New York for Boston; George & Albert, do
Plymouth; Tennessee, do for Boston; H L Curtis, Bartlett, Hoboken; Trade Wind, Gray, do for
Boston.
HYANNIS—Ar 19th, schs Sammy Ford, NYork
for St Andrews, NB; Carrie W, do for Calais; S E

I

CANADIAN

|

R. H. PARKER

NEWBURYPORT-Ar 19th, sch Leonora, Spof-

We

Dongola

FOREIGN PORTS.
Melbourne 8th inst, R B Fuller, Peabody,
Saguenay; W H Besse, Boston.
Ar at Melbourne 4th* inst, ship Granite State,
Ross, Calcutta.
At Singapore Nov 10, ship Oneida, Eaton, from
Cardiff, ar 8th; barque Hiram Emery, Wyman, for
Boston.
At Batavia Nov 5th, barque Monhegau, Luce.uuc;
Ar at

Consisting

Jewel Cases, Fans, Glove and Handkerchiefs Sets, Cigar Cases,
Cigarette Cases, Pocket
Books, Letter Cases,

NEWARK BOOTS.
03P*Boots to measure for Gents and
Ladies. Fit and Service Warranted.

Photograph Albnms,

M. G. PALMER

Our Stock of

dtf

by European steamers.
VIOTIC’E 18 HEREBY GIVEN
that
1.1
the subscribers have beeu duly appointed and
taken upon themselves the trust of Administrators
de bonis non of the estate of the late firm of
GOFF and

PLUMMER,

S. Golf and Hugh M. Plummer,
both late of Gorham,
of Cumberland, deceased, and
All persons having
given bonds as the law directs.

comi*osed
in

Borden, from

demands upon the estate of said deceased, are reto exhibit the same; and all persons in
aebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to

the

Gold

County

Children’s
A

Ac.

Theatre,

VKW TOY.

WILLIAM P. HAYDEN, of Raymond,
JOHN D. ANDERSON, of Gray,
Administrators, de bonis non.
dec22dlaw3wW*
Gorham, Dec. 1,0th. 1880.

We can assure the people of Portland that it will
he for tlieir interest to examine our stock before
purchasing elsewhere, as it is entirely now, none
having been carried over from last year, and the
best ever presented in this market.

this day received Two Car Loads of the
Finest Horses ever seen in Portland.
One
are heavy Norman Blacks, of which there art
some finely matched pairs, very heavy over 2800
lbs.ta pair, and none weigh less than 1250 ihs, each
The other load contains Fa* m, Express and Driv
ing Horses, adapted to all kinds of work, all young
sound and kind. Will be sold at reasonable price!

I

HOLIDAY,
STANDARD,

Stable;

Franklin

city.

PORTLAND, ME.

AND

dlw

dec22

JUVENILE

Hand Made Custom 'Harnesses,
Best Stock, Latest Styles, Fine Work,
warranted
epresent^d.
ras

Cabinet and Card Albums,

Win. Hennessy & Co., 113 Center St,
d2w

dec22

great variety of articles suitable for Christmas Gifts.

FOR SALE.
FIRST-CLASS butter route, indluding horse
wagon, pung..harness &e., all nearly new, do
ing cash business of $9,000 a year, price $000
only one man required to run it. Full particular:
explained to any address. Good reasons for selling
W. C. FISK & CO.,
55 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.
dec22d3b

A

a

LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED.

HALL L. DAVIS,
53

Exchange Street.
ilec22
d3t

NEWS.

MICHIGAN TURKEYS.
To-day will be opened, at No. 4 Old
Market, a choice lot of Michigan Poultry, came by Express and unfrozen.

Call at once and seonre yonr Christmas
dinner very cheap, don't delay as prices
must run higher.
dot

ART NOTICE.
Still a Hue line of Art Goods left, suitable for Presents. We have the lines-t
assortment of Frames nml Pa**eparlaulN far Photograph*.
Picture* Framed in sill the styles.

STUBBS BROS.,

ARTISTS’
dec21

dot

JUST

H miti'il.
for the Ne,v England 1‘ii turi
/
el, a sixteen page illustrated paper. Devoted
to general Literature and New England interests
Liberal commissions and exclusive territory give*
to agents. Address NEW ENGLAND PICTORIAL
171 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.
dec22d3t

Per

C1ANVASSEKS

COLORMEN,

1(1 Temple St., Portland.

RECEIVED

good pureJSpices

a

CO., Grocers,
d2w

New.

Boston—JOHN
CO.-for sale by
of

William S. Lowell,
513 Congress

Our

STATIONERY,
And

a

Street.

NOTICE.
Store

be

will

open Tuesday, Wed-

nesday, Thursday and
Friday

Evenings of

this weeh-

lare assortment of

OWEN, MOORE

FANCY_GOODS.

dec21

FRANK B. CLARK,
Congress

& CO.
d4t

A Fine Assortment of

St.

Diamond Earrings,
Imitation
Diamond Lace Pins,
Stained Glass.
Diamond Rings'
dtillja22

-AND-

Tbi* beautiful invention is a per
feet, substitute for the leaden sasl
lines and eolored glass of tbi
stained windows. Can be applies
to any window at comparative!.!
small cost.
Advertised iu Scribner’s for tbi: i
month. I have applied for Stati I
Agency, and am prepared to till or
ders. Can be seen in window o f
my store

Jewelry of every Description,

;

i

Exchange St.

54

Agents for WALTHAM WATCHES, of
which we always k**ep in stock a large line in every
declSdlw
variety of Gold and Silver Cases.

Congress St.

*

decl5

NOTICE.

V( K. U. W. RIPLEY will canvass this
Descrip,
lxl. city for subscribers to our
I*ic*
tive White Mountain Book, edition of 1880.
the
res
produced
tu
by
Heliotype process, making
one of the most beautiful aud appropriate Christmas
presents that could he desired.
CHIN HOLM BROS.,
Publisher..
deel!l dlit

complete

FOR

1t

dlw

and

38!) CONGRESS STREET.

A. LOWELL &

BOOKS,

591

GREAT BARGAINS IN HOLIDAY GOODE
Toilet Sets, Vases, Mustache Cups
1
SUCH
Saucers, Crumb Trays ami Brushes, Children'
Sets,
as

SALE

an

s

VERYL OW.

del8

Holiday

Imported and Domestic.

Something

CHRISTMAS GOODS

I.akc Heiiitou.

LIVE

Ladles’ Solid Cold Watches only !$1<S.0<
and upwards, warranted to be fine Timekeepers, a
McKENNEY’Sj 531 <Joiigie*» St.

Low prices for
foil stock of

By the Celebrated Engravers

G. M. BOSWORTH
dtf

Wanted To-day,
Lady or Gent, with small means, to act a
Treasurer for reiined Show traveling.
Pin,
chance. Appoint interview
SHOW. City Hotel
dee22

at
A

CARD PLATE ENGRAVER

515

dtilldec23

large stoca of

(MlltS CAW.

S.M.W.F

del?

dec 18

our

ENGRAVED

of tlie latest patterns and newest designs.
Gold and Silver Watches, Diamond, Onyx, Turquoise, Garnet, Pearl, Amethyst,
and Cainco Rings,and a very large line ol
Bracelets
Plain and Engraved ones.
and Bangles in a large variety of shapes.
Sleeve
Bnttons, Ac.,
Chains, Lockets,
Ac.
All goods as low. as any store in the

Exchange Street,

Street,

RUFUS RAND.

dec Hi

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
GOLD PENS & PENCILS.

at my

81

Both

Holiday Goods,

HAVE

47

selling

are

WM. M1LLIKEN &.

HORSES.
load

attention to

■Line of line Teas. Coft'ees.
specialty.

large variety of

Pens, Pencils. Charms, Box

Paper

GIFTS.

Cigars, Canned Goods, Olives,
Pickles, Sauces, dec.,

stvles not to be found in any other

quired

IN

tloc22

is very complete,
store in the City.

of Elias

Mary C Hale,

BARGAINS.

a

CHRISTMAS CARDS

a

particular

Gifts.

First Door from Exchange,
Have

call

That we

No. 177 Middle Street

dec 18

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

aud

Portfolios, Writing Desks,
Comb and Brush Sets, Ac., Ac. The
latest Juvenile and Toy Books.

230 Middle Street.
dec22

^

Patent and St. Lonis Brands of

TODD & MORSE,

V

of all tlie Standard Works in Medium and
Fine Bindings, also all the Illustrated Books published. The latest Juvenile and Toy Books.
In liusshia Leather goods, our stock
is unsurpassed in the State.

the only l)ougolas in the State.
We have also the exclusive sale of
BURT’S
BOOTS, andtbe best

disg; and others.

tsdlw

HOLIDAY

0 Hurrah {or Fourth of July.

Also another Urge lot of

ford, Calais.

SPOKEN.

233 Middle Street.

dec21

Providence.

Dec 2, lat 52 17, ldn 72 40, barque
from Trieste for New York.
Dec 5, oft’ Carysfort Light, sch Jeff
Havana for New York.

eodtf

%

FANCY & PLAIN SLIPPERS.

Sid 18th, sch H A DeWitt, Mansan, Sheepscot
to load for a Southern port.
Ar 20th, sch Fred C Holden, McRay, Calais for

Hong Kong.

J. M. DYER & CO.,

Cor. Free & Center Sts.

ocll

River,

Latest

To accommodate those who cannot come during the day, our store
will be kept open Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday Evenings of
this week.

Your Orders to

Telephone

from the Custom House
yesterday. Also an immense stock of
Ladies’ and Gents’

Rockland.

Ar at Hong Kong Oct 30, Bello of Oregon, Merriman, Cardiff.
Sid fra Honfleur 5th inst, Nellie Brett, for New
York.
Sid fm Havre 7th inst, C B llazeltine, Gilkey, for

purchases.

A full stock

SALEM—Ar 18th, schs Sarah P, Reed, Calais;
Grampas, Torrey, Franklin; Hume, Calderwood,

Sid fm Halifax 20th, steamer Ontario, Williams,
(from Portland) for Liverpool.

Poultry.

In their Season.

OVERSHOES

Calais.

and others.
At Bombay Nov 20, ship Prima Anna, Lunt, une.
Ar at Port Elizabeth Nov 12, Florence I Henderson, Henderson, New York.
At Port Elizabeth, CGH, Nov 12, brig Wauban,
Covert, from New York, disg.
Ar at Canamore 10th inst, ship Sacramento. Nelson, Akyab.
Ar at St Thomas 9th iust, sch Mary Helen, Crocker, New York.
At Iuagua 8th inst, barque Clias Fobes, Collins,
for Bosion about 8 days.
At Mayaguez 7th inst, sch Mary E Douglass, Lewis, for New York 2 days: Georgia Staples, Dixon,

—

Fresh Coods,

for

Pembroke.
BOSTON—Ar 20tb, scbs Cocneco, Young, Deer
Isle; Dolly Varden, Smith, do; Cataline, Wheeler,
Boothbay; Brunette, Babbidge, Belfast; J C Iioker,
Ryder, Bangor; Boston Light, Boardman, Camden;
Commerce, Thorndike, Thomaston; Delaware, Sinclair, Thomaston; Mary Hawes, Merriam, Rockport; Boxer, Lewis, Wiseasset; M L Varney,Weeks,
Bath; Chiliou, Pope, Portland.
Ar 21st, barque Sarah, Dewey, Buenos Ayres;
brig I Howland, Hardy, Baranquilla; scH Parker M
Hooper, Lane, Hoboken; E M Branscomh, Dodge,

AM) A

Street,

We still have the host variety of
Holiday Goods froyi which to select
presents for Ladies, Gentlemen,
and Children, and will sell them at
reduced prices to close.
Large stock of Black and Colored
Silks and Satin Be Lyons, at very
low prices.
We urgently invite all to examine our stock before making their

DEPARTMENT
—

Portland Furniture Company.
NEW

Middle

J?7

uiw

EDGARTOWN—Ar 20th, schs Sardinian, Perth
Amboy for Salem; D B Everett, Philadelphia for
Portland; America, New York for do.
In port 20th, schs Moses Eddy, Warren, from
New York for Boston; May Day, Elizabethport for

$30.00.

isdtf

_

defy competition.

HOLIDAY

to

Raw Silk Covers, new pattern,.,
sizes 6-1, 7-4, S-3, 13-4.
Printed and Embossed Table
Covers.
Towels, Napkins, Linen Damask Covers, with fancy borders, Cardinal and
Turkey Red Covers, in all sizes, Felt
Skirts, Flannel Skirts, Lasting Skirts,
Quilts and Blankets, Dolls, Decorated
Pottery, Glass Balls for Christmas Trees,
Decorated Tete-a-Tete Sets for Children, &c.

FINE, MEDIUM AND COMMON FURNITURE,

viz. Painted, Ash and Walnut Chamber Sets, Hair Cloth and Spun Silk Parlor
Suits, Extension Tables, Sideboards, Dining Chairs, Hat Trees, Office Furniture,
Spring Beds, Mattresses, Feathers, &c., &c„ &c„ which we offer at prices that

variety.

Ladies' and Gents' Silk Handkerchiefs.
Ladies’ Embroidered Handkerchiefs in ucw styles and effects.
Ladies' and Gents' Kid Gloves.
Ladies’ and Children's
Cashmere Gloves.
Gents' Kid iUittcns which arc
very desirable for cold weather.
Gents’ Buck Gloves, the best article for driving that is made.
Raw Silk 1 idles, Satin Tidies,
German Tidies, Aplique Tidies.
Piuuo Covers, all |»r ices from

many new
stock this week;

Stylish Shapes

Celebrated Concord Harneu

Announcement !

Silk Handkerchiefs,
some

the

HOLIDAY

187 Middle Street.
dulec24

ami

Me.

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M.

dec 14

New

Street, Portland

Plum

New EMM Mull Fichus,

COMPANY,
46 Exchange St.

Charlie Bucki,-.
Sid 18th, sch Eliza B Collin, for New Bedford.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th, schs E S Newman,
Keys.
Laguna; Almeda, Smith, Dorchester, NB; lsola.

BAILEY & CO.,

0.

Al’CTIONKliKS,

Fine
Perfumes,
in fancy Boxes, Order Cases, Combs, Brashes
dec,, in Cases, French Plate
Hand mirrors, Rocking Horses,
Chair Rocking Horses, Velocipedes, Bicycles, Pearl Chrd
Cases, Christmas Cards
at very low
prices.
Our stock of Toys
is too large to

tilings to our
including

dot

F.

we have added

PORTLAND
FURNITURE

purchase

F. O. BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.

Boxes,
Dressing Cases
Skates,
Swings.
Sleds, Sleighs, Drums
Toy Trunks, Doll Carriages, Feather Dusters,
Bird Cages, Games, Toy Books
Puzzles, Checker Boards, Boats,
Chessmen, Toy Cradles,Chairs,
Bedsteads, Tables, Tool
Chests, Tin Toys,Dishes,
Dissecting Pictures,
ABC Blocks, Ink
Stands, Toilet
Sets, Vases,

WENTWORTH, C. HAY, JR.,

a

Holiday (lifts. Every article
sold, offering the finest opportunity to
ever offered In Portland.

We have

&

18

adapted

Work Boxes, Writing Desks Work
Baskets, Work Stands, Waste
Baskets, Travelling Baskets, Bags, Wallets, Dolls,
Pocket Knives, music Boxes, Small
Crank
music

Toy

a. m.

Exchange Street,we shall sell
stock of Desirable ami Useful Artioles
AT large
for
must be

purchase

Conceivable

IO

at

and 2 1-2 p. m.,

early
department

Every

Congress Street, Portland, Me.

de<;22

do for Boston.
Ar at do 20th, schs

Hoboken.
Sid 18tli, sch Lunet, Hinds, New York.
WARREN, RI—Ar 18tli, sch Harbinger, Danforth
New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 28th, schs E C
Gates, Freeman, Calais for New- York; Lunet, Hinds
Sotoerset for do, (and both sailed.)
NEWPORT—Ar 18th, sch Adrianna, Baker, Eli-

Every Day,

enumerate.

BALTIMORE—Cld 20th, barque Alex Campbeil,
Bunker, New York; schs Frank Harrington, Kent.
Boston; Kate M llilton, Adams, Portland; Paul
Seavcy, Young, Port Spain, (all sailed.)
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18th, sch Ella A Warner,
Holbrook, Mayaguez.
Cld 20th, brig Antelope, Ray, Matanzas.
At Peunsgrove, NJ, 10th, sch Winnie Lawry,
Spear, to load corn for Narragansct Bay.
At Delaware Breakwater 19th, schs Stella M Kenyon, from Philadelphia for Port Royal; C J Willard,

Providence.
Cld 20th,
ship Columbus, Humphrey. San Fran
cisco; oarque Elba, Powers, Havana.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 20th, schs Brave, Bennett,
and Daul Webster, Smith, New York; Mary D Wilson, Gott, Calais.
WICK FORD—Ar 19th. sch Alexandria, Falkingham, Calais.
SOMERSET—Ar 18tb, sch J C Harradeu, Strout,

BY AUCTION

EVER SHOWN IN THE CITY.

Maroolllcs.

Smith, Bangor; Aitavela, Smith, Ellsworth; Laura
H Jones, Haskell, and E C Gates, Freeman, Calais;
Viola May, Fisher; H T Townsend. Smith, and Lunet, Hinds, do; Fiank Pearson, Cushman, and MagBell, Hall, Rockland: Speedwell, Whitten, do;
I or el i glit, Blatchford, Calais ; Mercy T Trundy,
Crow-ley, and Abm Richardson, Reed, Blnchill; M J
Laughton, Hallowell, Whiting ; Thayer Kimball,
Averill. Rockland; Laura H Jones, Stevens, Bangor;
Clio Cbillcott, Fullerton, Boston; Czar, Hammond,
Fall River; A McXicliols, Fanning, do; Only Son,
Meadcr, and F P Hall, Tracy, Providence; Flora E
McDonald, Kane; Carl I> Lothrop, Snow-; Hiram,
Boyd. Mary Brewer, Tollman, and Idaho, Peck,

HOLIDAY GOODS!

Finger Rings to be

DOMESTIC PORTS.
BRUNSWICK, GA-Ar 16th, sch E H Herriman.
Smith. Mayaguez.

...

—

liked that the pastor has secured him to deliver
another.

A wry

at

DATE.

Gallia*1..New York.. Liverpool—Dec 22
Alsatia.New York..London.Dec 22
Andes.New York. .Port Prince}..Dec 22
Saratoga.New York. .Havana.Dec 23
Celtic...*.New York..Liverpool.Dec 23
Sucvia.New York. .Hamburg—Dec 23

Agent of Hall—Sewall Lang.

legions,

Barque Sarah, Dewey, at Boston from Buenos
Ayres, reports, Dec 15, lat 37 39, Ion 69 31, took a
heavy gale from NE, with high seas, in which stove
bulwarks, split sails, flooded cabin, and sustained
other damage.

—ai

CLOCKS.

All the New Patterns in Lace Pius, Ear
Drops, Mosaic Painting and Cameo Set?.
Sleeve
&c.

San Francisco 18th inst from New York, was 176 days on
the passage, having been detained off Cape Horn by
contrary weather.

x

in great variety.

JEWELRY.

MEMORANDA.

Spoons.

OPERA GLASSES,
CARD CASES,

Buenos

Nickels, Norfolk.
Ar at Belfast Lough 20th inst, barque Augustine
Kobbe, Ford, Troon.
Passed Start Point 20th inst, barque Dirigo, Staples, from Hull for Philadelphia.
Ar at Liverpool 20th, ship Martha Cobb, Greenbank, Norfolk.
Ship Hecla, for Sau Francisco, lias put back on
account of bad weather.

Martin, Cardenas.

Tlio
largest stock in New England, comprising Tea Seta, Castors, Ice Pitchers,
Card Receivers, Knives and
Forks, Children's Cups, and Sets Knives, Forks

We have a very handsome and full line
of Neck, Guard and Vest Chains.

Ar at Sundown 20th, ship Bullion, Reed, Manila.
Ar at Glasgow 21st, steamer Quebec, Portland.
Ar at Cardiff 20th inst, ship William McGUvery,

Ship Reaper, Poole, which arrived

SILVER WARE

SALES.

CHOICE

Call

they

CHAINS.

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

21st, barque §arah, Davis,

Plain. Enamel and Roman Gold.

and

EASTPORT, Dec 16—Ar, schs Vashtl R Gates,
Warner, New York; Elihu Burritt, Oliver, do.
Sid, sch, Quoddy, Mahoney, New York.
]>ec 17—Ar, sch Hattie M Mayo, Robins m, from
Portland.
Sid, sch M L Newton, Colwell, New York.

DEPAKTITKE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

Clay.

in

Pins,

gustine.

wuuuut a n\au

DEATH**.

Monday night and perfected an organization
by electing the following officers:
President—Benjamin Thompson.
Vice President—Ilsley Noyes.
Secretary and Treasurer—W. M. McDonald.
Executive Committee—Benj. Thompson, H.
R. 'Virgin, Mr. Townsend.

stock of Lace

Drops and Rings.

The largest and most desirable assortmcntiu Ladies’and Gents’Watches to
be found in the State.

Mustard and Congress Yeast
standard and always reliable.

In Boothbay, Dec 19, James F. Dunton and Miss
Addie E. Swett.
In Gardiner, Dec. 6, Fred Danfortb and Miss Nellie Stevens.
In Waterville, Dec. 13, Algernon C. Glazier and
Miss Viola M. Hamlin.

Law Students’ Club.
The Portland Law Student's Club met in
the County Attorney’s room, City Building,

elegant

WATCHES.

1YIARRIAGEN.

was given to all to come forward and sign the
pledge and sixteen names were added.

an

Ear

Dec 17—Shi, sch Maria Louisa, Dickinson, Boston
Dec 18—Sid, sch Ira I) Sturgis, Adams, for St Au-

FROM

Extraordinary.

CHEATEBT DISPLAY OF

BRACELETS.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

(&gp*~Slade’s English

Powder

We have

WISCASSET, Dec 15-Ar, sch George Walker,
Thompson, Boston.
Dee 16—Ar, sch Ella, Hagget, Boothbay.

NOTICE.—For the past thirty three years
“CONGRESS” Yeast Powder lias been extensively
been
made
sold.
it has always
pure and

Munroe, Hall, Sterling, Sawyer, Russell,
Winslow, E. H. Pearson, and the Hon. Neal
Dow delivered one of his powerful logical addresses at the close, after which an invitation

diamonds.

Lewis It French. Newman, North Boothbay.

Ar at Boston

AUCTION

HOLIDAY GOODS

gustine.
Sch

Announcement

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

Sch Helen M, Bray, CberryfielU.
Sch Superior, Coffin, Wiscasset—heading to A L

MISCELLANEOUS.

zabethport.

Maine Historical Society.
The Cumberland members of the Maine
Historical Society will have a meeting at their

Dauiy.
Dr. J. Davies rescued a man from drowning
Monday who had been knocked from a scow
passing through Portland bridge.

The Gospel

was

for the Cuban trade.
He
has many fine ones now at his stable which it
would be well for our readers to look at.

At the annual meeting of Falmouth Lodge,
Knights of Honor, held yesterday, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year:

Accidents.
Mr. Eleazer Chase, one of the watchmen at
the Westbrook Manufacturing
Company’s

supposed that she

Importing Horses.
Mr. Rufus Rand, the well-known horsedealer on Franklin street, is at present engaged in importing fine horses from Canada. He
has recently brought to the city 120, and will

Knights of Honor.

Dictator—M. N. Rich.
Vice Dictator—J. H. Wentworth.
Assistant Dictator—J. H. Lamson.
Treasurer—Daniel W. Nash.
Financial Reporter—Franklin Fox.
Guide—Samuel F. Bearce.
Guard—Charles Rich.
Sentinal—F. Hr Morse.
Financial Committee—C. J. Farrington. J.
H. Wentworth, S. F. Bearce.

It is

partially insured.

uwu

Congregational Council.
A council of Congregational churches met
in the vestry of the Plymouth church, of this
city, Monday afternoon, Dec. 20, to advise with
reference to a dissolution of the pastoral relation of Rev. H. W. Lathe to the Plymouth
Congregational church.
The council was organized with choice of
Rev. W. H. Fenn, moderator, and Rev. S. W.
Adriance, scribe.
The following resolutions were adopted:
“The council called to advise concerning the
dismission of Rev. H. W. Lathe from the pastorate of Plymouth Congregational church,
while it recognizes the force of the reason
given for his resignation, namely, the uncongenial climate of the coast, and while it regretfully concurs with the pastor and people in
the dissolution of the relationship, unanimously expresses its sense of the great loss in the
removal of one, so highly esteemed and beloved as a brother, so able and faithful as a
preacher, so genial as a pastor, and so successful in every way in recommending to others
the religion of the Lord Jesus Christ.
“We desire to commend him to the churches
as a workman that needeth not to be ashamed,’ and as one peculiarly adapted to minister
the Word of Life.
And we would also express our sympathy for
the church that is now bereft of one who for
more than three years has so faithfully filled
the office of their pastor and teacher.
F. E.
E. A.
Committee.
E. S.

free the

hold. Her pumps wero
choked and could not he made to work properly. She drifted helplessly about during the
night. On the following day heavy seas arose
to windward, and the vessel succeeded in
riding some of them, but others swept over
her in torrents. During the day a steamship
bound to the eastward was sighted, but she

Knightville.

years.

without all the

ward, and a heavy sea was running, but a lifeboat was lowered, manned by six picked men

io-uay

the storm predicted by Mr. Vennor should
commence, and leave eleven feet of snow on
the ground.
Forest City Lodge, I. O. G. T., will give a

Ex-Gov.

Taj-Mahal. It only remained for Mr.
French to apologize for the torpidity of the
venomous snakes by the remark that their condition was owing to the coldness of the room
to bring down the house.
mous

the Polish

F. O. Bailey & Co., at their store on Exchange street are rushing off the goods at a
terrible rate. A dollar will go a
good way at
the prices they are selling.

Charms. &c.,

with the Union down. She was evidentlv unmanageable, and her crew seemed anxious to
abandon her. Her name was the Union Flag,
and she hailed from Portland.
Capt. Sears
signalled that it would be impossible to save
her. It was blowing strongly from the west-

audience wrapped itself in warm shawls and
overcoats, gazed with admiration on the beautiful pictures presented, even while they shivered over the cold marble glories of the fa-

water-falls

<■

25 to 75 cts.

Monday morning tlie Pbess announced
briefly the loss of the schooner Union Flag
from this city, although at the time on a trip
from St. John to Philadelphia. The following
are the full particulars: The steamship Bristol
run through Europe, visiting in imagination
City sailed from Queenstown on Dec. 5th, and
all the places that centuries have made his-experienced strong southerly winds and foggy
toric. It is possible that some such idea may
weather until abreast of Sable Island. During
have possessed the minds of those who had in
the remainder of her passage the wind blew
charge the entertainment in City Hall last heavily from the westward and the sea ran
night. Possibly they thought that the tropical
very high. At 7.30 last Saturday morning a
splendors of India, as depicted on the scenes, dismasted vessel was sighted, Hying from the
would provide sufficient caloric for the spectastump of her mainmast an American flag

of the Hindoos was well written and well de
livered by Mr. French, and the scenes of fa
mous cities and villages, mausoleums, and

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

Skates,

for

tor and it would not be well to allow the hall
to be heated to an unseemly degree. So the

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.__

Sch Maggie Wiliart, (Br) Stewart, Dorchester, NB

It is said that starving people oft seek refuge
from the pangs of hunger in sleep when their
slumbers are haunted by visions of superb banquets ; that persons fond of the pleasures, but
not the inconvenience, of travel, sit by their
winter firesides and picture to themselves a

The lecture that preceded the performance

VICINITY.

Steamer New Brunswick, Thompson, St John,
NB, via Eastport for Boston.
Barque Tatay, Pettis, New York, with coal to
order. Vessel to R Lewis & Co.

Full Particulars of Her Loss.

THE HINDOO JUGGLERS.

THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunei A Co., Andrews, ArmWentworth, Hodsdon, Hayden, W. P
strong, Cox,
Morris, comer Exchange and Fore St.j-Welander
Boston A Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on al
crains that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. If. Babb & Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Biddcford, F. M. Burnham.
Jellerson’s Bookstore.
Bridgton. Daniel Dickers.
Brunswick, B. G. Der oionw
On mo. rland Mills, V. A. Verrill.
Damarlscotta, E. '/?, Dunbar
Freeport, W. A^ Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. 0. Harmon.
Gardiner, ^ltner & Co.
Gorham
Iritiu
Q' ji# Spaulding.
Chandler
A Estes.
^.wistou.
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins.
kCechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A. Millett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Bicbtnond, G. A. Beale,
ftncfcland, O. C. Andrews.
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa. at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick*
Thomaston, S. Delano.

CITY AND

THE UNION-FLAG.

THE DRAMA.

PERRY & FLINT.
dec21

d3l

Fancy Trays, Mugs, Sleds, Rocking Horsei
Chairs, and a great variety of useful and ornamen
tal goods, suitable for Holiday Gifts.
For Sale b I
ADAMS & Si > HINSON,

Toy

No.

oct6

HO Exchanges Cor. Federal

Nt».

M,W&F3w

I

American Watches, Elgin, Spring
held and Waltham,
Lower than the Lowest, at
McMSlVNBY’9, 331 Congrcsi Street.

press.

ttttt;

Be

Wei De Meyer’s

Stole but was Caught—Pigs—CourtSlivers.

Catarrh

Tuesday, Dec. 21.

Carpenter

killed

hog

the

alms
house today which weighed when dressed 050
pouids. This afternoon he killed for D. S.
Harris a spring pig weighing 400 pounds.
Prof.

a

at

ers

of N. Bath.
to

fellow.

the

Unquestionably the most important
medical discovery since vaccination.
A remedy
assimilates with the

which

cured,

Seventy-five men caught no smelts at Arrowsic today.
Congressman Frye was in town stopping at
the Sagadahoc yesterday and today.

Lewis, 220 Pleasant St., Boston;
Choate, Revere House;
B. F. Bradbury, Washington St.;
Geo. C. Goodwin, Hanover St.;
W. Geraohty, 51 White St., Lawrence.;
Mrs. A. J. Whittlesey, Sheffield, Mass.;
Caswell & Massey, Newport, R. I.;
Mrs. Susan B. Leighton, New Market, N. II.;
Mrs. Edgar Moores, Friendship, Me.;
Mrs. Geo. Webster, G9 Exchange St., Portland;
Mrs. George Hayden, West Roxbury, Mass.
Mrs. A. M. Partridge, Jamaica Plains, Mass.
Mille. Aimee, Opera Prma Donna;
Paul Boyton, the great swimmer, Flushing, L. I
Rev. C. H. Taylor, 140 Noble St., Brooklyn, N Y
fim'i

Rpv-lih/-*nn

A real

cure

flO1?

X'

P

ft

xr

Catarrh for $1.50!
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SMITH’S MEDICATED PRIUlFg
A FRUIT REMEDY AND SURE

Cure for

AND LIVER

would haTe been satisfactory to all candid persons who were aware of the condition of the
market. But one of our correspondents of last
week has seen fit to make the following additional communication in regard to the matter:

11,1880.

Messrs.

bill of

what we owe you, and discontinue our subscription
to the Commercial Bulletin, for we regret to say it
it has ceased to be
is so incorrect in its
of any use to us and is sometimes an injury.
Rogers & Sheldon.
Respectfully yours,

quotations

llplio life’s Soil k Co.,
18 BEATER

cy, let us examine the case and see if it may
not be just possible that our correspondents
are incorrect and not the Commercial Bulletin.
The quotations against which our correspondent’s objections were raised were 82 75 to
82 85 per keg for te--penuy nails in our last
Saturday’s issue. And that our readers may
had for publishing
see what justification we
those prices we will state that the Weymouth
Iron company, the Mt. Hope Iron Company,
and other manufacturers of equally high reputation, had freely offered nails at 82 85 per keg
while Otis D. Dana, wholesale hardware dealer, had offered to sell round lots of nails at
82 75. And, furthermore, nails could have
been bought in Pittsburg, Pa., so low as to be
landed in Boston at a net cost of $2 85.
We hope our friends whose names have just
been made use of will pardon us for departing
from our usual practico of secresy in regard to
the sources of our information. But the present opportunity to draw attention to some of
the loose notions that prevail in regard to the
functions of newspaper market reports is too
good to bo lost. A leading hardware dealer,
to whom a Bulletin reporier went last week lor
quoiaiions of nails, said: “A lair quotation
for a newspaper to make is 88.00 o 88.25 per
keg. The list price ol the companies is 88.25.”
Bui ibis same dealer subsequently admitted
his willingness to take a S80o to 8500 order at
25 to 50 rents a keu less than Liie urine w ini,
he bad named -s "a fair quotation tor a newspaper.” His idea like that of too many other
sellers of merchandise, was that a “nowspepei
quotation” ought to be something different
from the actual selling price of an article; and
it is unfortunate that this mistaken notion has
been heightened by the loose practices of ceitaill journals which publish what prefess to nc
market retains or prices current.
A merchandise broker puked up a li tie
traoe journal whicli lay upon
bis counter the
other day and said: "All the salesmen like it
because it never interieres with their prices.
They can always discount its quotations hvo or
ten per cent,
to the smallest
kind of a
But though papers of
that ilk
buyer.”
may make a living by means of special
features irrespective of their market reports
and though even larger or more prominent
journals which profess to give prices of merchandise may he sutiicfently valuable ill other
departments to prevent any material diminution of their incomes on account of the defec-.
tive character of their intelligence; yet the
mercbautilo community as a whole is quick to
recognize and appreciate the value of carefully prepared and unbiased reviews and quotations, and even those merchants who are desirous of seeing high prices named for the
goods of which they are sellers would express
nothing but contempt for a journal which
should give equally extravagant quotations
for merchandise of which they happened to be

NEW YORK.

I»f

live*
INVIGORATOR

Only Vegetable Compound that

directly upon the Liver, and

acts

Liver

Complaints, Jaun-

dice, Biliousness, Malaria, Costiveness, Headache. It assists di-

gestion, strengthens the system,
regulatesthe bowels, purifies the

blood. A Book sent free. Dr.
Sanford, 162 Broadway, N. Y;
FOR

SALE

BY

DRUGGISTS.

ALL

3
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man of letof Lu Iness.veakterstoilingoveriuidFenedbv the strain of
night work, to resyour duties avoid
W tore brain nerve and
et imula-ts and use
■ waste, use Hop B.
Hop fitters.
If you are young and I suffering from any indiscretion or dissipa ■ tion ; if you are married or single, old or ■ young, suffering from
poor health or languish ■ing on a bed of sick-

rely

ness,

on

Ho pH Bitters.

Thousands die anWhoever you are. «
nuallyfrom some
whenever you feel
that your system ill 111 f?rm of K id ne ¥
that might
disease
tonB
needs cleansing,
ing or stimulating, (M l have been presented
without intoxicating,
by a timely use of
AHm-v\
take
HopBItters
Hop

j
J§

flK

Have
pepsin,

dys- /M

kidneyQ. I. C.
ts “absolute

ofthe’afomucA, ■ IinT)
bowels, b/ood.lB 44U
fill 4I"

liver or nerve,
You will be||«
cured if you use
Hop Bitters

HjH

tobacco,

niTTrnn
I III'
II

spirited, try!B

anclJB

kirwrn

.kvlv"^?II

TA I I

weak

ply

low

buyers.

life. It has

Si

Toroato,

deni

i

now

off

ever

Rodgers

visited this city. He is now treating
of the best citizens of Portland.
REWARD

There is a man in Galveston named
Joseph
W. McClellan, who is everlast ngly
talking,
without saying anything. The other
day Gilhooly met him: “I say, Mac, do you know
why you remind me of a liver?” Mac thought
there was a compliment in store for him, and
guessed that it was because something sparkling came out of his mouth all the time. “Not
quite,” responded Gilhooly; “you remind me
of a river because your mouth is bigger than
your head.”

To cough and at the same time be entertainDr. Bull’s Cough Syrup
ing is impossible.
will reach your case.
Price 25 cents a bottle.

S. T

TAYLOK’N SYSTEM
OK

DROSS RAKIAO !
Children’s work a specialty. Prices very low.
Appleton’a Block, opp. 513 Congress Hi.
NIKS. A. I.OKINO.
>
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Saved under tbe Mild
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SOLD

US.

Drops.20c per lb.
Mixed.20c

I
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been
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Address,

HOLMAN LIVER PAD CO.,

French Paste.

Portland,

Me.

SPAVIN, SPLINT,
CURB, RINSBONE,
all

| Imperial Almonds.

Without Spot

STEPHEN

NO. 3

Meat,

pail,.50

and 75c.
.75c

per

Quince
Raspberry Butter,
App e
Guava Jelly, per box.
Pure Fruit Jellie- and Jams, per
Preserves

Scotch

per

76c

15, 25 and 50c
tumbler- 30c
.45c

13 IVIaikcl Square, Portland.

je2

Marmalade
25c
Wiesbaden Fruits, glass jars.90c
Mixed French Jourde Fruits, glass jars.1.00
Preserves in Pompeian Jars, 4 tbs.....
.l .26
Perry’s Fruits in he*vy syrup Jars.1.10
French Prunes in glass jars.80c
Wine Calf’s foot Jelly, per bottle. .75c
BrandieiJ Cherries.
35c
Montserrat Fruit Cordials, per bottle. .05c

Let.

THE

To Let.
on corner

of Cumberland and

Sebago

rooms,

improve-

ments, with plenty of vard room. Apply to C. F.
RUNDLKTT, 65 Lafayette St.dell d2w»

Catsup,

extra fine,.20 and 30c
60c
Paste, per jar.
Yarmouth Bloaters, per jar.50c
Salad Dressing, per bottle..50c
Cowdrey’s Salad Dressing,
.25, 40 and 60c
French Table uil, per bottle..50 and 75c
"
Italian
.35, 50 and 85c
C. & B. Currie Powder, per bottle
.30c
French Capers, per bottle.
35 and 45c
Stuffed Olives
75c
C. & B. Olives.40 and 75c
..

THE

»at

\

STORE

corner

vision store.
Also. to he let on and after Nov. 1st, 1880, the
Boarding house corner Fore an d India streets. This
is one of the best locations in the city for a lodging
and victualing house.
Has been occupied by the
present tenant for the past 15 years.
Full particulars regarding the above can bo obtained by applying to the subscriber.
JOHN B. CURTIS.
oc21 dtf
Corner Fore ana Deer Sts.

585 & 587 Congress St., and 235 Middle, St.
ME.

On and after Oct.
|f

UU tl

EU1I9CB

two

I<et.
suitable

rooms

or

12.30

and

When You Go To Boston,

Visit Oak Hall
For Men’s, Youth’s and Children’s Suits,

Cheapest place in
Samples and Rules for

the

New England. Write for
Self-measurement.

declldtf

-OF-

HOLIDAY

GOODS,

consisting of 50 Elegant Patent Rocker, 75 Easy and Fancy Chairs, of
all grades, 50 Willow Rockers of the newest designs, 100 Foot Rests in
Ebony and Gilt and Walnut, 100 Fancy Tables in plushes and all co'ors
of Marble Shaving Stand, Work Tables and all kinds of Desks, &c., &c.
All of which will be sold at the lowest bottom prices. Do not purchase

DEANE BROS. & SANBORN,
oct3C

Nos. 183 and 185 Middle Street.

offer for

RISK TO SAY

Never

gy C5^g

too
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Elegant Slippers
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172 Middle Street.

at

a

For Sale.
bargain. Prices ranging from
Apply to W. W. UAKK,

*800 to *e,000.

iicwuuiy

UCU4(uI

ouccb.

( HARLEM

DIRECTORyT
Notary

IOHN C. PROCTER, No. »:t Kichanu
street.

Book Binders.
IVm. A. QUINCY, Room II, Printer.’
Exchange No* 111 Exchange tttreet.

HALL,

32 to 44 NORTH STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

IV. H. OHLER. Mewing Machine Repairer, 4 Marie’s Terrace, in the Rear of 29!)
('•ngreau Street.
my24dly

1820-1880.

The old Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.
Best Cough Medicine in the World.”

rOURISTS' STEAMBOAT LINE

style, h-lc.

On and after OCT. ill.t,
will leave the East side of Custom House Wharf, for Peak.,
and Cong, I.ittle and Great

'Chebeagne Island.!

<ec'«an».

0.45 A. M.
■’
1.15
for Peaks only.
12.30 1'. M.
eturn immediately after each
Roe 18

taF“By the distillation of a FOREST LEAF with JUNIPER Berries aud BARLEY MALT we have discovered KIDNEGEN, which acts speou the Kidneys aud Urinary Organs, removing deposits in the
b adder and any straiumg, smarting beat or irritation in the water passages,
giving them strength, vigor
ind caus'ng a healthy color and ea-v flow of urine. It can be taken at all
times, in all climates without
injury to the system Unlike any other preparation for Kidney difficulties, it has a very pleasant and
agreeaule taste and flavor.
It contains positive diuretic properties aud will not nauseate.
Ladies especially will like it, and Gentlemen will find KIDNEGEN the best Tonic
Beverage for its purposes ever used!
NOTICE
Each label has the Signature of LAWRENCE & MARTIN, and each bottle has a Government Revenue Stamp (with our name,) which
permits KIDNEGEN to be sold as a Proprietary arcie (with out license) by Druggists, Grocers aud other Dealers
everywhere.

ideally

(epGdeow&weowly

From 145 Tremont Streei
Boston, will be at r s
Hotel. Soon. 19 DEC.
21. for Four Days Only
Cornw, Piinionw am>
Unit NoiIm treated without Fain.
Operations un

PUT UP IN

QUART

If not found at your
Express ifliee to you.

Druggist’?
Price

hA W RLNCE &
no!2

novl

nCBIATIC

SIZE BOTTLES FOR GENERAL AND FAMILY USF.
or Grocer’s, we w>ll send a bottle and
pamphlets prepaid to the ccarest

$1.00

or

six

MARTIN,

BRANCH,

Nof'lfBARCLAY, ST., New York.

Sold in Portland by all Druggists.

eod&eowlyr 40

AND

NITRIC

|

j

OBice 73 Kilby St., Boston.
Also lor sale, Aqua Ammonia. Blue Vitriol, Acetic

Acids,

etc.

uovl7WF*J13m

doclCdtf

Steamship Company.

Semi-Weekly Line to Xew York.

Steamers El canora and Franconia

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M

These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient

and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these

steamers \,ill touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, $3; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
one e.
For further information annlv to
UENRx BOX, Genera) Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Ticket and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasExcnnnge Si reet
decbdtf
sengers will be taken by this line.

Fairfield

japan, china,
•

Mnmlwich

DlntxK,

New

Zealand

itnd

AuNtratia.
The ne-v su
splendid steamers sail from New
York ot the ICth, 20tb and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Fran, i-co
as below.
S. S Colon.
Dec. 21 I S.S. Acapulco_Dec. 30
S. s. Crescent City for Isthmus of Panama only,
Jan. 10.
For freight or passage rates and the fullest infor
'nation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
V. L. HAKTIiETT A ( O.,
115 Ntnte Street, cor. Kromi Ni„ Hosion.
or to W. 1). LITTLE & CO.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.
je38dtf

and Caribou.

a. m.

PAYSON TUCKER. Sup’t
Portland. Dec 13. 1880.
decl3
dtf

Bound Brook Route.
-BETWEEN-

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

The favorite Steamers Forest
City and John
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF,
host Central Station in Philadelphia
Boston at5o’clock p. m. dailv.
(Sundays excepted).
I assengers by this line are reminded “that
they sePhiladelphia & Reading R. if.
cure a comfortable
nigbt’s rust anil avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving In Boston late at
NINTH AND GREEN 8TBEKT8,
night
Tickets and Staterooms for sale at I>» >(
AND third and BERKS STS.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Throokh Tickets to New York, via the various
.w»ii and Sound Line:* for sale at verv low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. K. ( OYI.F, Jr
Be wure to bay fickcta tat any railroad or steam- j
(irurml Asem.
»rrhitf
boat office in New England) via

STATION IN NEW YORK

Brooks will

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Ballast
BOIM>

BROOK

ROUTE.
I

Sew Yorkwul Philadelphia

MERRIMAC CHEMICAL CO.,

I

Maine

Oak Piles, Ship Timber &

ACIDS,

StAJttTFACTCRED BY

WEEK

Portland, Dec. 10,1880.

Portland

Limited Ticket* for Wt. Joint mad Halifax ou nale at reduced rate*.
PuHNeuKer Traiu* arrive in Portiuud an
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta,Bath,
and Lewiston at 8.35 and 8.40 a. m.
The day
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate ami
branch stations and connecting roads at 12.45
and 12.60 p. m. The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath, and Lewiston at 5.45 p. m. The
Night Pullman Express train at 1.60 a. ra. From
St. John and Halifax at 12.50 p. m. and 1.50

Glauber’. Salt and other Chemical.,

bottles for S5.00.
1

dtf

Oil Vitriol,

—

It i:\ISOV

trip.

PER

re

New

Str. Minnehaha
KIDViORVi. hishlT rCromtneittled mul uunurnaweil for WEAK or FOUL (KID
\KY«. OKI)PHY, GRAVEL. BRIGHT’^ DISEASE, LOSS of EIVERGV, HERVO® DP *ell ITY o. any ORM I RlH' IONS, urisinir from KIDNEY or BLADDER
DISEASES. Also for BLOOD anil KIDNEY POISONING, in infected malaria

Arrangement, 1880.

TRIP

early

two trains each way every week day, and one
every Sund ly (night) between Boston, Portland
and St. John, Halifax, and all pares of the
Maritime Province*; trains leaving Portland at
12.40 and 11 15 p. in.
The latte* making connections with trains for Uoulton, \Voo«t*tock,
Fort

Public.

No. IN4 Niddl.

Real Estate Agents.

—

C. W. SIMMONS & SON,

■

now

a

Ricn,
15 Exchange St., Portland Me.

J1IL-

The Provincial & New England All Sail Line PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. (JO
offers
-establishment
of
by the
FOR CALIFORNIA,
the Night train between Rang.>r and St. John,

Houses and House Lots for Sale
IN I PEERING.
apply to
ocl6tf

leave

DE8ERT,
JIAC HI AM.

i__othe

Francisco,

Trains

and

—

On and after Friday, Dec. 17th,
Steamer LEWISTON, C'apt.
■.
»
Charles
i.
Deering. will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every
at
11.15
Friiiny eveniug,
o'clock, or on arrival of
Pullman express train from Boston, *for
Kocklnnd, CaMtine, Deer Idle, Medgwick,
Mo. We»l Harbor, Bar Harbor, Jliilbridge,
Jonewport, and Jlachianport.
(Returning, will leave Macniasport every ITlonday florning, a* 4.30 o’clock, arriving in Portlaud same eveuing, connecting with Pullman night
train and
morning trains for Boston and the
West. Will also counectat Rockland with Sanford
Line of Steamers, each trip to and from Boston.
Also each trip to and from Bangor and River Landings. No Freight taken for Bangor.
For further particulars inquire of
GKO. L. DAY. Gen. Ticket Ageu. Railroad Wharf,
t*'. CUSHING, General Manager.

For Auburn and Lewiston, at 12.30 and
5.05 p. m. and for Lewiston via Urunswick,
at 7.00 a. m. and 11.15 p. m.
For Bangor, Dexter, Wniervillc, Belfast
& skos began at 12.30,12.40, aud 11.15 p.m
For Augusta, Hallo,veil, darilinrr, and
Brunswick at 7.00 a. m.
12.40, 5.13, and
11.15 p. m.
For Kocklnnd and all stations on Knox & Lincoln K. R., and for Farmington, via Brunswick
at 7.00 a. m. aud 12.40 p. ni.
For Bath at 7.00 a. m.. and 12.40 and 6.15 p. m.
For Farmington.
Phill-ps. .Vlonmonlh,
Winlhrop, ReadAeld, West Walrrvillc,
North Anson aud Wniervillc ,ia Lewiston
at 12.30 p. ni.
For Wat* l-villc via Augusta, 7.00 a. in.
The 11.15 p. m. train is the Sight Express, with
Pullman sleeping car attached and runs
every
night, Sundays included.
Close connections are made at Bangor, for all
stations on the Bucksport & Bangor, Bangor & Piscataquis and E. & N. A. Railways: the Maine Central R. R. forming witli the E. & N. A. & St. John,
nd Maine Railways,

Middle St.

nov2'J dOm

STREET,

W »■

on

Winter

after Dec. I Bill. tSSO,

and

Passenger

same

J. P. & F. FESSENDEN,

J.OI

I

To Let.
61 Exchange St.,

BRIDOE

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. SPICER, Superintendent,

On
our

office.

Store No.
St. and

E. T. Merrill,

imr

our

change

Lined with White Lamb’s W ool.

decl4
d(’>m
(Near the Post Office.)
Buy OUriMtmaa SI ppers till you have I Repairing Neatly

small lots, all

Al*o, building lots on Munjoy Hill, Congress,
Deering, High, State, Mellen, Sherman, Grant,
Portland, West and Vaughn streets.
To those wishing to build or to invest in real estate, a rare opportunity is now offered.

Jlend.

the Price for

179 MIDDLE

or

—FOK

JIT.

COCKLAND,

HE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

being a part
Jam* Deering.
This is the most valuable suburban property in the
vicinity of Portland, and will be sola very low.
Plans and description of the premises can be seen

at
I

sale in large

BAIL.

STEAMBOAT CO.

oclSdtf

6 NOTICE.

COLONY

Portland, Bangor & Marinas

points in the

ESTATE.

WE property in Deering, the
of the farm of the late

<12mo

San

OLD

and water Lines.
Through Rates named and Bills of Lading iven
from any point in New England U Philadelj hi
For rates of Freight, and other information apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
196 Washington Street, Boston, Mass
Wn>. P. Clyde A Co., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave. Philadelphia.

Northwest, West and Southwest.

dtf

until yon have visited onr Immense Warerooms.

—

WE will pay the above reward for
any case of
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick
Headache, Indigestion, Constipation or Costive* ess we cannot cure
With \\ ost’s Vegetable Liver
Pills, when the irections arc strictly compiled with.
They are
purely Vegetable, and m cr fail to give satisfaction.
Sugar Coated. 1 rge boxes, containing 30
pills. 2r, cents. For sale by all druggists. Beware
Of counterfeits and imitations. The
genuine manufactured only bv .IOHN C. WES I’ & CO., “Tbo Pill
Makers,” 181 & 183 W. Madison St., Chicago.
Free tnai package sent by mail
prepaid on receipt
of r 3 cent stamp*

and all

W.

—

Small old

Denver,

EINES

BOSTON

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
Time, Low
Mcmi-Weekly Line* Qniclt
Katea* Frequent Departure**.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL*
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Mteanaera, mailing every WKDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia
direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston* 8. C., Wanking ton, D. CL* CSeorgetovi n, D.
Alexandria, Va., and all Kai

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Wanted immediately, a small,
convenient rent, centrally located.
Address, RENT, Press Office, giving location, number of rooms
and price.

Agent,
«•-l.llMW.

BOA D.

ONE

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

dec7

connection with

—AND—

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, llilv aukee,
Cincinnati, lit, Louis, Omaha, Saginaw, St. Panl, Salt Lake City,

REAL ES'

In

after Monday, Oct. 18th,

Rent Wanted.

BEAL

FROM

PASSENGER OFFICES
74 EXCHANGE STREET

113 Commercial St.

—

England

ARRIVALS.

Salesman Wanted to Travel.
MAN of experience and one who can command
Trade, may call on
SHAW, HAMMONB & CARNEY,

to

STEAMSHIP

From Gorham, So. Pans, & Norway, M.30 a. m.
and 12.30 p. m.
From Lewiston and Auburn, N.30 a. in.,
3.15 p. m., 0.00 p. in.
From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, 12.30
p.m.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 0.30 a. m.

and

OnntK

CLYDE'S
Philadelphia A New

arriving

follows:

as

U

MAriPMON,

Norway,

dec!8dtfP. O. BOX 1175

A

and

Freight or Passage apply

E. B.
>il«» I,.—

To Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a.m., 12.35
and 5. *5 p m.
To Montreal and Quebec, *.30p. m.
To Lewiston Junction, mixed, 4.00 p. m.
To
So. Paris and Gorham, §.45 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.15 p m.

Wanted.
Correspondent, one accusthe Export business. Address

^

O-A.K

aaCland,

RUCHE8TKB, N. V.

tomed to
BOOKKEEPER

For

sgsj:--i=f^l]ll 880, passenger trains will leave Porif■Ifli

WANTED!

'is

,

0u.

U

forwarded free of commission.

CANADA.

Earnest, capable men to sell Nunnery tttock, including many uev and valuable specialities which
help ii.sure success. Previous knowledge of the
business not essential.
To successful men good
wages v.ill be paid. For terms addre-s, giving lull
name, age, previous occupation, and reference,
(JEO. A. STONE, Jtiirscryman,
de«8 eod2w

V.

connecting lines,
Sa«»age
Eight Dollar**. Hound Trip 915*
Meals and Room included.

dif

f*oi!LjoooapnSJ

Boston, Dec. 13, ’SO.
Mrs. Julye Myers,
Ma am.— \bout the 3rd of Dec. 1879,1 was taken \vi li a -welling in my foot which settled into
dry
Gangrene. I w’as told that 1 had not 24 hours to live.
My wife catching at the last straw, applied your
salve: it kept the Gangrene from spreading any further audsav. d my liie. I am 78 year? of age. and I owe
the few remaining years of my life, entirely to you.
Yours etc.
Wm. Wood,
45 Buckingham Street.

and 7.00 p. ra.,
and 11 p. m.

p.

Pine Street Wharf,
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent
SANBORN, Mas tor Transportation

WANTS.
For

Ulcers, Abscesses, Sores of longstanding. Erysipelas’
Piles, Salt Uheum, Soft and Ulcerated Corns, Chil’
blains, Inflamed Joints, Frost Bites, etc. Mrs'
Julye AJyer’s 1). awing & Healing Salve fails to euro'

Long Wharf,

From

Philadelphia,

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF

my

EVERY DAY SUITS for children —Winter
Suits for gentlemen
English Dressing Gowns
Blanket Bath Wraps
Driving and Walking
Gloves—Rugby Foot Balls Leather Jackets—
Bicycle Uniforms. Everything worn by men or
boys—can be bought at OAK HALL.

Oarrot. 25 cents each.
eoutf

IK W.
oclS

for ladies
ONE19gentlemen.pleasant
Enquire at 4 PROSPECT ST.
dtf
or

a. m.

Wharfage.
From
Boston. 3
m.

in Portland at 12.05, <s
The 7 p in. train runs daily.
Through tickets to all points Mouth and
West at lowest rates at Depot Ticket office, Commercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, and
at the Union Ticket Office, E. A. Waldron, Agt.,
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Neats aud
Bertha sold at Depot Ticket Office.

Vt

* •

_mv27__dtf

$500 Reward I

feb24

DJ

Bailey & Co., No.’s 35 & 37 Ex.
change St.
Apply to
HENRY DEERINC,
No. 37 Exchange St.

any case of Car.
UUU RFWARni
ntlYMnU! Imncles, Felons, Boils

MWF&wly49

F. H.

7.30

1880, tin-

1,

UGGU|V1CU

To

Saturday.

No

to this train. Passengers have a night’s
rest
and airive in Boston at 6.30 a.m. in season for
all morning trains South and West.
§.45 a. m. Daily except Sundays. For Boston and
way stations, with parlor car arriving at 1.16 p.m.
1.00 p. m. Daily except Sundays, for Boston and
way stations, with parlor car, arriving at 6.30
p.m. in season for Sound and Rail connections
South and West.
Par Portland, leave Boston,

To be Let.

dS&WOIWTh&Fr

Cutler Bros. Ss Co., Boston.

DR

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and
Portland
2 a. m. Dally (Night Express from Bangor) for
Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth. Newbury port, Salem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleeping Car will be ready for occupancy in Portland
at
9
m.
and
at
p.
(Week
days),
11
and will be
p. m. Sundays,
attached
Trains Leave

Congress and Chestnut streets.
Has been occupied for the past 12 years by
Samuel Rolfe, Esq. as an apothecary store. This is
an excellent location for a Fancy Urocery or Pro-

WHOLESALE and RETAIL GROCERS,
PORTLAND,

Direct Steamship Line.

oct27dtf

dlawtfW

—

nov29

—A5D—

PHILADELPHIA

To Let.

CO.,

ileflMi

_

mercial St.

117 & 119 Middle St., Portland, Me.

Kidney Diseases, Nursing Mothers and Children wear the
Boston
Battery; its action upon the
mother
and
2||(child will be found very
quieting. Mothers now
discard all soouiing syrups and use the Boston Battery, thus relieving the child of much suffering
caused by narcotics. Sent
by mail everywhere on
Sold by all Druggists.
receipt of price. oOc.
Men
and Women Agents wanted in every city -and town.
Address Boston Galvanic Battery Co.. 12 4 Tremont
St. .Boston, Mass.
declOd&wly

Central Wh-r.

1880.

TWO

know the

we

DRUGGISTS,

Diseases*

Meals, 1st

no2dtf

TO LET.
tenements on High St. Sebago water and
Gas, Furnaces in cellar. Stable for one tenement. Apply to W. H. SIMONTON, 304 Com-

Parson, Bangs & Co.
$rnnn

to

E. SAMPSON. Agent,

Schedule.

~~0CT. 17th,

agents.

Norfolk and Baltimore Including
Class, 99. 2d Cla**, 97.
For freight or passage to Norfolk. Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to

Parage

Berth and

Railroad,

COMMENCING

Ship via Seaboard Air Line to Raleigh, Charlotte,
Spartansburg, Greenville, Atlanta, the Carolina*
and Georgia Points. A. H. Torricelli, Agent, 290
Washington St. Tbrougli bills of lading given by the
above named

_T. Supt._ocl6dt

FILL and W INTER

WM. CRANE,
D. H. MILLER.
From Boston direct every WEDNEMDAIT
and SATURDAY at 3 P. Tl.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and
through rates given.
Freight for warned to Petersburg, Riclmioud and all
Points South and Southwest via Ya. and Tenn. Air
Line. CnP Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington Btreet.
To all points of North and South Carolina and beyond via Atlantic Coast Line Waldo A. Pea/ce,
Agent, No. 229 Washington Street.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore A Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Washington

..

GKO. C. CODMAN, outer
Mtreet. Portland.

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Fever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and all diseases originating
in a bad State of the Blood, or
accompanied by Debility or a low
State of the System.

J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
WE

Eastern

To Bent.

BUSINESS

Cures

GEO. P.

very spacious and unusually pleasant chambers No. 263 Middle Street, now occupied by
Sweetsir & Merrill, possession given January 1st.
the store of EMERY, WATERHOUSE & Co
th. 1880.
dec7dtf

..

We guarantee the QUALITY of our go os to suit in EVERY case, and
prices are low when this is taken into consideration.

aeon

"11^7

change Street.

con-

Accountant and
J

the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Centra] U. R and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with trams
of Grand Trunk R. K.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at •f ’lins & Adams’, No. 22 Ex-

Merrill
HOUSE
Sts., lower and upper tenements. Each
tains 7
and all modern

Mteanrship*.

C'lnitM

JOHN HOPKi S,
WM. LAWRENCE,

South and with Boston A- Albany K. R. foi

given

LIRE,

STEAMSHIP
First

from Portland connects at

tiain

or

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

m.

m.

T. C. HERA. R.
to
novttdtf

Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.,
SEY, President, and Manager,
STUBBS. Agent R. R. Whart

Ayer June, with Hoosar Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Cnion
Repot, W’orcester, for
New York via Norwich
Cine, and all rail,
via Springfield, also with N. Y. & N. E. R.
R._ (“Steamer Maryland Route”) fur Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, and the

store how occupied byG. M. Boswortb, in
Free St. Block, No. 4. Possession
Nov. 1.
Fo* terms, apply at the office of H. J. LIBBY & (X).,
over First National Bank.
sep30dlwteodtf

>auce.50c
L. & P. Worcestershire Sauce.35, 50 and 76c
Halford’s Table
.35c

jar.30c

p.

The 1.43 p.

dly

TO LET.

Bengal Chutney.P>5c

Baldwin Tomato
C. & B. Anchovy

PAINTERS,

To

Stage Routes.
Ggr'Freigbt received until 4 o’clock p. in.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
and

p.‘

ft.

Price: reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.

Tobasco

|

On *nd aft*r Monday. Nov 8th.,
mmm>
llm. f
>« the steamers Falmouth, Capt. D.
*S. Hall, and Now Brunswick,
Capt. J. Thompson, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street ,every Monday
and
and
Thursday, at tt p. m.. for Eastport
St. John, with connections for Calais, kobbinsion,
S*
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Aloucton, Newcastle. Amherst,
Dalhotwie, CharBathurst,
Pictou, Shediac,
lottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, .and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail l'oads,

For Rochester, Springvnle, Alfred, Walerboroand Saeo River.7.40 a. nt., 1.43
m., and (mixed) at 0.43 p. at. Returning
oave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. 111..
11.00
a. m., and 3.65 p. m.:
arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.36 a. m., 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p. m.
For Gorham,
Succnrappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7.40 a. at., 1.43, U.40 and (mixed) 6.43

PLIIN STREET.

FRESCO

...

75c
75c
.•.75c

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

For Clinton,
Ayer Jutic.,
Fitchburg,
Nashua. Cowell, Windham, and Epping at 7.40 a. m. and 1.43 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.43 p. m.

BERRY,

JOST & NORTON,

C. & B. Anchovy Sauce.25c
C. & B. John Bull Sauce, per bottle.50 and 75c
Soho
.50c
.50c
Harvey
Walnut Catsup
30 and 60c
Mushroom *•
.30 and 60c
India **oy.40c

Plum Pudding,.30, 50 and 7oc can.
Florida < ‘range Marmalade, 5 it) pails.§1.00
Sweet Cider Jellv,
.75
R. & R.

dee 11

Blemish

oc20

^_

AKKANGKMKNT

S'AI.L

WINTER
ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, Oct. IS.
SSO, Passenger Trains will leaye
fw '-'w3H»rtlnnil at 7 40 a. m., and
1.43 p. m arriving at Worcester
at 2.10 p. m. and 7.30 p.
m.
Hetuming leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at v.ao *. m. and 1116a
m., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.10
nj.

ELLIS’S SPAVIN CURE.

WHOLESALE

i. A

ft.*. *|. John, ft. **•, Halil.J.
N. *., lIh.rloiiet.».i I*. K. ».

■

__

20c

MISCELLANEOUS LIST.

CURED,

or

«%rn R 1

lv>

VarmouUi,

Me., Valal., Me..

Ba.tport,

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

DRUMMOND, JR.

Gandy, 18 cts. per pound,

Mince

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Portland ami Worcester Line.

St.

*'

20c

STEAMERS.

—

p. m.,
i:ain leaves Portland at
connecting at New London same evening with the
fast steamers of the Norwich Line, arriving at
New York next morning at 6 o’clock.
Tickets and State Rooms secured in advance at
Rollins & Adams', 22 Exchange Street, and at the
DanntA.
J. W. P' TEKS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
ocllnitf ^
GEO. P. WESCOTT. Supt.

«

_

IN 5 LB. PAILS, 75 CENTS.
RETAILED IN QUANTITIES TO SUIT, 15 cts. per lb.

Enlargements

PROMPTLY

J081 AH H.

AND

dtf

Peppermints.’...20c

Sherbets.
20c
.20c
Wintergreen Lozenges

GEO. C. SHAW &

-A.ml

DRUMMOND.

no26

T0

Norwich Line Steamers.
1.25

Express

Cocoanut Creams.20c

Almond Fig Candy.20c

Broken

J081 AH H.

French Gum
Cream

Bxcliange

runing

tion.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshPortland,
ments. First class Dining Rooms at
Transfer Station, Kxeter, Lawrence and Boston.
and
West
all
to
THROUGH TICKETS
points
South ina> be had of M. L. William*, Ticketat
UnioB<
and
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot,
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER. Gen. Supt.
8. H. STEVENS. G*u Agent. Portland,
Uf
oclfi

YORK,

—

CENTENNIAL BLOCK,

93

on

steamers

Portland & Worcester Line

C on use 11 or g-at-JLaw,
BY

ONLY

Boston & Maine road connect with au'
between Portland and Bangor,
Mt.
Rockland,
Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Cerftrai
and Portland & ogdensburg trains at Transfer StaTrains

m*

VI %

Teacher of Violin and olher Instrumental,
NO. 180 HUDDLE STREET.
dtf
sep25

of those Famous

*

NEW

DMIMOXD & DRU1S10ND

Large Variety

The 3.30 p. in,
with Wound Line N learner*.
train connects with All Rail Line* for New
l'orlt nud Nouth and Went.
NUN HAW I' RAIN N/ Leave Portland for
Hooivu at 1.00 p. in. Ilowton for Portland at
0.00 p. m.

Bucklield

$5.50

CHARLES GRIMMER,

[

~i

The

calling at 129
Jee21 d3t*

bnowlcdgcd

Ac

Finally

jdSEHZK

21 lt(

1UONEY FOUND.
*SK containing a sum of money.

Cure Cxuaranteed

have

Dates. .20c
Turkish Figs.20c
Vanilla Chocolate Creams.20c
Fruit Jelly.20c
Cream Walnuts.20c
Coconaut Balls. .20c

Don’t

nave

you

Numberless Cases,

Sleepless Nights, Hysteria, Epilepsy, Dyspepsia, Fever and Ague,
Heart, Liver, Lung and

"Speaking of sickness,” feebly remarks P.
T. Barnum, “I have the greatest show of it on
earth.”

A

we

CANDIES,

Pium

Nervous

at No. 3 Deering Place,
lias been tried, testand found to be one of the
most wonderful

$500.00

usual custom

Almonds.20c per lb.

ShakerAppie Sauce,
Peach Butter,

in

O. BOX G38.

Gg^All kinds of Patent business promptly ana
executed
scp3o d3m

The extreme Low Prices which we have always sold them together with their Fine Flavoring
and Purity in (Quality, have made them the Popular Candies for the Holiday Trade.

Liver,

well-known fact that nearly all the disattack the human body can be traced diindirectly to these two organs.
It is known by actnal experience that there is no
disease that attacks the youth or adult of both
sexes that can even be modified
by the use of drugs,
but that can be acted on in a far more
satisfactory
and permanent manner by the HOLMAN LIVER
PAD CO.’S REMEDIES.

Opt,

permanently located
Deering Street. He
ed,

our

i1 n
ra,.

0NU

BRIGGS,

carefully

CHOICEST BRANDS OF

inatism, Neuralgia,

If yo'ir Doctor has failed to know your diseases,
send or come to me and 1 will give you full
diagnosis in five minutes.
You have but to hear me and be convinced of the
wonderful power God gives to man. Examination
Fee $1.00.
Catarrh a Specialty.
dtf

as

or

P.

CANDIES.
With

ana it is a
eases that
rectly or

eodlm

Prof. D. A.

Filberts.15c

All Diseases Arising

Disordered Stomach

a

"T’u co>
notkcilM-, s. i.

——

..13c

Walnuts

CARlisT"

Book, Card and Job Printer,

It
stimulates
the
blood into action, and
should be worn by everyone subject to Rheu-

Where I do not describe accurately every ache and
pain in the human body without asking a question
of the patient,. Diseases of all nature treated and

and blooming health.
It did it for me
observe.” Bead of it.—Cairo Bulletin.

from Malaria or

direct from

dec4dtf

j,’or (janton and Bucklield, leave
Portland l.dO p. m.; Lewiston, 1.57 p. iu.
Stage connections for West Stunner, Dixtield,
Byron, Bangley Lakes, See.
I. WASHBURN. .IB.. President.
Portland Oct. IS 1880oc20tf

dtf

6 Pounds for $1.00.

TRY THE BOSTON BATTERY.

A telephone manager says that instrument
"is still in its infancy.” We should judge from
its ordinary sick condition that it is in a state
of chronic hollerer infantum.—Philadelphia

A Lady’s Wish.
“Oh, how I do wish my skin was as clear
and soft as yours,” said a lady to her friend,
“You can easily make it so,” answered t' e
friend. “How?” inquired the first lady. “By
using Hop Bitters, that makes pure rich blood

Effectual Remedy for

us

J. HAMILTON. Snp’t.
4, 188

For Portland, leave Canton 4.20
md 9 30 a. m., Bucklield, 5.15 and

r

03 Exchange Htreet,
PORTLAND,.HAINE.

.10c per lb
Pecans .15c
Shell Bark Walnuts.12c
Chestnuts
..
Mixed Nuts.15c per lb

.35c

LIVER AND AGUE PAD Prepared

hop Brims

jfr |AI L

English

HOLMAN

Soldbydrug-

dreds._—

hat has

mcy

NTS

by Absorption

posts. Send for
Circular.

NEVEK

saved hun-lffl

some

xxuucnu

Cure

AG

the finest Florida Oranges, shipped to

Languedoc Almonds.23c

Cream

or

narcotics.

CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIANS,

uvnuw.

GENERAL

with

m.,

aaii.JEioAD.

Attorney at Law and Patent Solicitor,

ORANGES.

ver,

line.

Rumford Falls &

.6°cperlb. Castauas

..

W. F. Phillips & Co., Wholesale Agents.
ap5
dlv

hfA Jf
u™ of oplu,n:

|Kj
|l HUIMU,,U
Ifyouaresim- l:

Jordan Shelled Almonds.
Princess Paper shell Almonds

STREET,

PORTLAND, NIE.

season

through

Portland. Dec.

COLCORD,

HERBERT G.

NEW UXTTTTJS.

for several yearg with piles, and having tried numer
ous remedies without avail, I was persuaded to
try
your drawing and healing salve,anaam happy to say
has met with complete success.
EDWARD F. KENNEY,
No. 9 Knapp St., Boston, Mass.

s.

vou

shall he constantly supplied this
Fiorina.
We

same

BUSINESS

20c. per lb.
“
20c.
doz.

Haverhill,
New
Market, Kxeter,
Lawrence, Andover and Lowell, at 3.4b a.
1.00, 3.30 p. m. For Koctoewlrr and Farmni.
iugion. N. II*, at 8.45 a. ni.k 1.00, 3.30 p*For
For Alloa Bay at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p.m.
at
Lawrence,)
Concord
and
chewier
Man
(via
8.45 a. in.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p.m.
Portfor
Keunebunk
leaves
Train
Morning
land at 7.25.
Qp-*The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects

Intermediate

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.10 n.in.—From Fabyau’s and intermediate
■options.
6.30 p. iu.—From Swanton, Vt., and all stations

Principal.

jan24

boxes,

and

stations.

Given to private pupils by the subscriber.

J. W.

Berwick,

and Montreal.

51.45 p. im.—For Vnbynn’»

on

Boston. Jan. 26,18^0.
Mrs. Myers: Dear Madam—Having been afliicted

jl

Bittei

FLORIDA

LEAVING PORTLAND
n. m.— For all stations running through to
stwauton, Vt., connecting with IV C. &
M. It. R. points, and at St. Johusbury with Day
Express on Passumpsic R. R. for Newport

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

dly

DrSANFORD’S

cures

halves cfc whole!
at lOw prices.

FRENCH

DRUGGISTS,

117 AND 119 MIDDLE

117 and 119 Middle St.,

STREET,

jel4eod-eow8w—thsepl

fe:?1^3will

7.45

dtf

an«l

ftimMiiMa IN, INNO,

—'rg:-

Street.

143 Pearl Street.

duarters,

Parsons, Bangs & Co.,

these Remedies Alone.

Communications like the above have long
since oeased to excite the slightest ripple in
newspaper offices; in fact men of the world and
readers generally know, that in properly managed independent newspapers they are so likely to encounter opinions with which they may
differ, that such communications have beco me
quite rare. But as this is a question of accura-

iui

I have suffered with Neuralgia in my head
since my earliest recollection. At times, my
temples would swell, and I would be nearly
distracted with pain,
never able to go out in
the cold or wind without suffering for days afterward with my head. Several weeks since,
I commenced taking your Rheumatic and Neuralgia Remedy, and before taking the contents
of one bottle, I found relief, have suffered no
pain since, and have been able to go out in the
coldest weather without having the pain return
I hope all who have suffered from the same dis
ease will not fail to try this great Remedy.
MRS. AD DIE r LATHJEii.
Nashua, N. II., March 17, 1877.

Congress

after Monday, Ocf.
Trniu"
Phwm ngrr
PO KTJLAN D
li»: A %r i:
—“
“-FOR BOSTON at 8.45 a. m.,
1.00, 3.30p. m., arriving at Boston at 1.15,5.30.
8.00 u. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30. 3.30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 123)5.
5.00, 8.00. d. m. Portland lor Nearboroutfb
Beacb, Pine Point, 0»d Orchard Beach,
H.4i>
Naco, Biddeford and Kronebuolt, at
North
a. in., l.oo, 8.30, 5 30 p. m. For W >ll«,
Nnlnion Falla, hrnii Fall*, DoOb

__

Until further notice passenger trains
will run as follows:

_

Full course two years, three hours daily; shorter
course, one year. Term begins Oct. 7. Application
at 1 Somerset St., Boston, any day after Oct. 1,
from 10 to 12 A. m. For circulars, apply to
R. R. RAYMOND,

H.AISINTS.
FRESH MALAGA GRAPES
“
“
•
LEMONS

German,

BOSTON SCHOOL OF ORATORY.

FRUITS.

..

in

FALI. ARRA.VGKRK1VT.
FALL A AVIXTKR ABBANREHENT.
I'oiuuicuciUK Dccrmbcr 6th, l>so.

Will receive Pupils at
octll

•

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

BROWN.

French and
643

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

Teacher of

REFERENCE.

Most

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 30 years duration in every
section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

supposed that the reply which we
published to the communication in question

perfect safety.

MISS

Dohcsa Layers, ttinost table raisins,)..35c per lb. | Finest Leghorn Citron.28c per lb
'< andied Lemon Peel.25c"
.20c
Muscatels, (very large
"
.20c
2m"
Orange
London Bunch Kaisins
.18e
Fancy W ashed Figs.OOe
Layer
"
Imperial Layer "...,.30c
Extra Fine Muscatel Kaisins.14c " ••
"
London
.12c
.25c
Choice
"
"
"
Choice
10c
.20 it 23c
Best Valencia Kaisins.
Old
12e "
.09c
Good Cooking
.16c
Fancy !• rcnch Prunes.v..20&2'0“
Seedless
Choice
.18c
Vost"«la Currants, (very large).14c
Prune
,15c"
Choice English Currants.08c
Turkish Prunes.9c lb, 3 lbs. for 25c
Finest Prunelles.25c

Without Dosing—The Better Way.

SCHNAPPS.

and had

“to

witli

TROUBLES.

Schiedam Aromatic

of nails were too low. We knew as
a matter of fact, that our quotations of prices
at which nails were offered were correct, what,
ever might have been the published list prices,

had a prominent part in making trouble; let
them now be devoted to the opposite use.—
Toronto Grip.

from the system.
It is an excellent medicine for the Gout,
and all kindred diseases.
It is purely vegetable, and can be taken

WOLFE’S

quotations

Mr. Shields of Perth, Scotland, has discovered that a stormy sea can be calmed
by sinking bottles of oil to such a depth that the
weight of water breaks the bottles anil allows
the mollifying fluid to ascend. Now, here is

Rheumatism, and could
At last he began
experimenting upon himself, and finally found a
remedy that permanently cured him, and
which we now ofTer to the public.
Ring’s Rheumatic and Neuralgia Cure
is an internal medicine.
It acts through
the digestive organs and the blood, relaxing the muscles, relieving the pain, and
completes the work by driving the disease

WHOLK8AI.E

The medication is ENTIRELY VEGETABLE and
HEALTmCU 1a. Pleasant to the taste, certain in their
action WITHOUT GRIPING. They take the place
of the nauseating doses, given for the above complaints.
They are the best aperient for children as well as
mw
adults. All druggists sell them. Price 50 cents
mh5
Noleod4thp&wlyll

Reference was made in our last issue to some
communications which the Bulletin had received from nail manufacturers and wholesale
hardware dealers, who complained that our

Bulletin.

constantly from
obtain no relief.

CONSTIPATION,
BILIOUSNESS.

tions.

Wit and Wisdom.

This medicine was discovered
by a gentleman who for fifteen years had suffered

—

h

Quota-

In obedience to its own interests,if on to higher sentiments,the Commercial Bulletin endeavors to have its market reviews represent something different from the too-prevalent view of
"newspaper quotations” already alluded to.
Whenever any of our readers think they discover
an
in
our
inaccuracy
reports
we are grateful
to them
for calling our
attention to it. But the Bulletin has never
been persuaded to give fictitious quotations by
the fear that an occasional subscriber will stop
his paper and subsequently order it from a
news stand instead of
receiving it from the
office direct.

of

Ir

A?
<£«■

(Boston Commercial Bulletin.)

a

refer to:

H. A.

day, Judge Dauforth; J. M. Hayes, Clerk.
Prayer was offered b\ Elder Cone. The day
was passed in empanelling juries
and calling
the ducket.
Traverse juries First—A. M. Brown, Bowdoiuham:Geo. D. Clark, Richmond; Chas. H.
Cox, Bath; Jas. F. Cox, Topsham; B. F. Curtis, Bowdoinham; J. F. Cutting, Phipsburg;
W. T. Donnell, Bath; A. Q. Gould, Topsham;
C. H. Grant, Richmond; M. O. Grant, Bath,
foreman; B. W. Hat'iorn, Woolwich.
Second—T. T. Hinckley, foreman, Bowdoinham; B. F. Kidder, Richmond; G. H. Lee,
West Bath; F. C. Oliver, Georgetown; J. F.
Shea, Bath; A. Percy, Phipsburg; C. E. Puriugton, Bowdoinham; 1. H. Ridley, Buwdoiu;
Z. K >*e, Georgetown: W. S. Sliorey, Bath; L.
Tidford, Xopsnam; J. F. Temple, Bowdoinham.
Supernumeraries—C. D. Trott, Arrowsic; JH. Trott, Woolwich; O. L. Turner, Bath.
Grand Jury—S. Adams, Bowdoinham; J. F.
Allen, Topsham, W. Bailey, Woolwich; N.
Baker, Bath; W. H. Black, Phipsburg;- C. P.
Edgeoomb, Topsham; V. P. Emery, B. T. |
Fickett, J. E. Leema.n, Bath; F. Libby, Rich- I
mond; G. R. Morrison, Phipsburg; A. H. Patterson, Richmond; S. Preble, Woolwich; J. B.
Small, W. Small, Bowdoinham; W. C. Todd,
E. P. Trafton, Georgetown; Harry J. Wheller,
Bowdoinham.

us

can

S.

Winnegance is sending considerable lumber
to this city.
A cargo of coal arrived today for the Ropewalk.
The holiday trade is brisk.
Miss Jennie Sawyer, daughter of the well,
known shipbuilder, died last night at her
father's residence, of typhoid fever.
The December term of court was opened to-

Dec.

mailed free.

The afflicted

Ice will be cut at Harmon’s next week and a
vessel has already been chartered here to load.

Boston,

a

Treatise and remarkable statements by the

$5.00.

ais.

Curtis, Guild & Co.:
Gentlemen.—Will you please send

membrane and

mucous

local, but a conMtitutional
cure at any stage.
One package generally suffices.
Delivered by Druggists or by D. B. Dewey & Co.,
4G Dey Street, N. Y., $1.00 complete, Six packages
only

forms not

Sheriff Ballou immediately
the Boston police, who arrested
He now awaits trial at the pal-

Newspaper Price-Current

NEW

Cube.

Sheriff Ballou returned from Boston last
night with the boy who stole a watch a week
ago and a sum of money from Mr. Wiley Rog-

telegraphed

Q E07 cT SHAW & CO.'S
CHRISTMAS SPECIALTIES!

maamsmmamammmmmm ■ — —

BATH LOCALS.

EDUCATIONAL

MISCELLANEOUS

_MEDICAL.

_MEDICAL

|

{*4.M< i

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,

310

Washington

mli26dly

Street

Boston.

H. P. BALDWIN,
Gen. Paee Agent O. It. R. of N. J.

imv PINE,

DEI K

PLANK.

Car Timber nud Plow llenui*. Treenail*.
Treenail Wedae* and IMatauiun d nlgrs,
Pine and Bfcualorb lluiltlitiig P.um
her. Hex Hoard*. *lhiu«<)e» 4frc.

II. 1. JflKDAS.
I

Plank,

ooa

Alfred.

Wan,,
t.

